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ABSTRACT 
 
Protection misoperation is responsible for a large portion of all cascading 
failures. These cascading failures can lead to blackouts that have tremendous social 
impacts. This dissertation proposes a new method that uses local distance relay 
instantaneous three-phase currents to enhance the security of distance protection of 
transmission lines during wide-area cascading events. The method incorporates 
advanced signal processing techniques and pattern recognition approaches to prevent 
zone 3 distance protection misoperation.  
Prevention of misoperation is done through three major stages. The first stage is 
fault detection. In this first stage, the proposed method merely recognizes that a fault 
exists somewhere in the transmission system. The second stage determines whether this 
fault is within the distance relay’s protective reach. The last stage detects whether this 
fault has been cleared. If the second stage determines that the fault is outside the zone 3 
reach of the relay, a blocking signal will be sent to the relay to prevent operation even if 
the impedance falls within the operating characteristics of the relay. Alternatively, if the 
second stage determines that the fault is indeed within zone 3 protection reach of the 
relay, a permissive trip signal will be sent to the relay only if the third stage determines 
that the fault has not been cleared yet. 
The first and second stages use three different k-nearest neighbor classifiers that 
are trained using level 3 detail coefficients of discrete wavelet transform of the aerial 
mode currents. The third stage uses the current fundamental to detect fault clearing.  
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Several wide area cascading scenarios were simulated, and various performance 
metrics were analyzed to study the effectiveness of the proposed methodology.  
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NOMENCLATURE 
 
DWT Discrete Wavelet Transform 
KNN k-nearest neighbors  
𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 Current, the index can refer to different quantities 
𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 Voltage, the index can refer to different quantities 
HFCOs High Frequency Current Oscillations  
CVT Capacitive Voltage Transformer  
CT Current Transformer  
EMTP Electromagnetic Transients Program 
ATP Alternative Transients Program 
A, kA Ampere, Kiloampere 
V, kV Volt, Kilovolt 
Db4 Daubechies type 4  
MVA mega Volt-Ampere  
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1. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE SURVEY1, *2  
 
With the deregulated market structure in the United States and Europe, grid 
operators are under more pressure to reap more profits of existing infrastructure due to 
increased competition. The grid is thus increasingly operated near the threshold of 
stability and failure. Failure of the grid, better known as blackouts, carries catastrophic 
economic and societal consequences. Large blackouts tend to be due to either extreme 
natural events such as hurricanes, or a series of events called cascading failures [1]. In 
this dissertation, we only focus on cascading events. Those events can be any of the 
following: line tripping, overloading of other lines, malfunctions of protection systems, 
power oscillations and voltage instability [2]. The event that is considered in this 
dissertation is distance protection misoperation which is a contributing factor in seventy 
percent of all cascading events [3]. If not discovered and mitigated in an early stage, 
cascading events generally lead to a complete blackout. With today’s society much 
dependence on electricity as a form of energy, preventing such damage is of high 
importance.  
Cascading failures are defined as “a sequence of dependent failures of individual 
components that successively weaken the power system” [4]. Since the 2003 US-Canada 
                                                 
1 This dissertation follows the style of IEEE Transactions on Power Systems 
*2Reproduced with permission from Electric Power Systems Research Journal, Vol 154,  Ahmad 
Abdullah, Karen Butler-Purry, Distance protection zone 3 misoperation during system wide 
cascading events: The problem and a survey of solutions, Pages 151-159, Copyright Elsevier 2018 
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blackout, cascading events have drawn much attention in the industrial and academic 
community. Even though the world has witnessed many blackouts prior to the 2003 
blackout [1], the dramatic causes and consequences of the 2003 blackout have left 
industrial and academic community with the burden of exploring this phenomenon in 
more detail. To understand the severity of the 2003 blackout [5], it sufficient to say it 
had caused the loss of 62 GW which caused the lights to turn off for more than 51 
million people in the eastern interconnection. Considering the many components and the 
bits and pieces involved, a domino effect of events evolved slowly (hours) or fast 
(seconds) according to the region causing a degradation of the integrity of the system 
leading ultimately to a complete blackout. The main reason of the 2003 blackout was 
distance relay misoperation. Daunting efforts had to be exerted to gain more knowledge 
and understanding of the underlying phenomenon.  
Relays by design act quickly to remove the fault from the system by 
disconnecting faulted lines. However, sometimes relays fail to perform such function 
which is considered a protection system misoperation. Of all protection system 
misoperations that lead to cascading events, this dissertation focuses exclusively on 
distance protection misoperation. A protection system misoperation is defined as “a 
failure to operate as intended for protection purposes” [6]. Various categories are given 
for misoperation in [6]. However, in this dissertation the word misoperation will be used 
exclusively to mean only one of them, namely, an operation in which a protection 
system trips a healthy line due to heavy loading when no fault exists. Notable cascading 
events [2], [7] begin with lines that were tripped due to actual faults. The tripping of 
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those faulty line causes the current flowing in those lines to be redistributed to adjacent 
and nearby lines. Those lines may be overloaded and thus tripped incorrectly -protection 
misoperation- which may trigger a sequence of cascading events that might ultimately 
lead to a blackout. It should be noted that regardless of the initial triggering events- 
whether a fault or not- that cause cascading events, historically those cascading events 
were triggered under stressful system conditions [5], [8]. 
As mentioned in [2], one of the effective ways to prevent cascading events is to 
specify potential undesirable relay operations ahead of time. In this chapter, we show 
that even though distance protection misoperation can be anticipated ahead of time, 
prevention of this misoperation is not possible with distance protection principle only 
because the distance protection principle is not able to be selective in some regions of its 
operation.  
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 1.1 provides a sample distance relay 
that is set according to NERC standards. Once this relay is set according to NERC 
directives, it will be explained in the same section that the relay may still misoperate 
under various operating conditions. Anticipation and detection of distance relay 
misoperation in the planning stage is described section 1.2. Section 1.3 provides an 
overview of the communication assisted schemes that have been proposed to eliminate 
the distance protection misoperation. Lastly, section 1.4 offers a survey on the methods 
that were suggested in literature to enhance the distance protection security using local 
data only.   
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1.1 The distance protection misoperation problem 
On August 14th of 2003 [5], the US eastern interconnection suffered one of the 
largest blackouts in the recent US history. Three 345 kV transmission lines sagged into 
untrimmed trees during the hot summer days. The tripping of those lines caused another 
345 kV transmission line to carry substantial system load. The heavy loading of this last 
line coupled with relatively low system voltage, caused the distance relay to confuse a 
heavy loading situation for uncleared zone 3 fault as the impedance entered the third 
zone of protection which in turn resulted in tripping of the heavily loaded line. The 
tripping of the healthy yet heavily loaded line worsened system conditions leading to a 
chain of events that ultimately led to system collapse. Also, on March 31st of 2015 [9], 
the Turkish grid suffered the worst blackout ever recorded since 1999 when an 
earthquake caused a complete shutdown of the grid. On the contrary to the 1999 
earthquake, the 2015 blackout was caused by an impedance protection misoperation that 
tripped a heavily loaded line on the 400 kV transmission level even though there was no 
fault on the tripped line or anywhere in the transmission network. As can be seen from 
the examples in [5], [9] in which distance protection misoperation have been the main 
cause of the blackouts or in [10] in which distance protection misoperation have been 
studied in the IEEE 118 bus system, a distance protection misoperation is characterized 
by a distance protection system seeing a heavy load on a line as a fault. This confusion 
arises from the fact that the impedance measured by the impedance protection system 
coincides with that of a fault. The reason for the heavy load can be due to load shifting 
after a fault as in the 2003 US-Canada blackout [5], due to lines out of service for 
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maintenance causing one line to carry substantial system power transfer as in the 2015 
Turkish blackout [9], or due to any unforeseen reasons.  
To illustrate that this confusion is not tied up with certain system conditions but 
rather inherent insecurity in the distance protection principle [11], the single line 
diagram shown in Figure 1 is used to formulate the problem in general terms. It will be 
shown below that this insecurity always exists, and the degraded system conditions only 
excite it; that is, for some regions in the impedance protection zone the protection system 
is not able to be selective between a fault and non-fault condition. Without the degraded 
system conditions, it is highly unlikely that a distance protection misoperates. Even 
though, degraded system conditions can be anticipated in the planning stage, the system 
operator will have nothing in hand to prevent a distance protection misoperation if local 
function of the distance protection is used alone. It is important to keep in mind that 
distance protection systems are set locally with the help of the impedance of adjacent 
lines without any information about the system load until the coordination study phase. 
In the coordination study phase, the transmission line owner checks all settings against 
applicable standards. This is explained in detail in [12]. In the following paragraphs, we 
will set up the relay settings first then discuss what happens in system wide cascading 
events. 
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Figure 1. System configuration for formulating the problem 
 
In Figure 1, the distance protection relay that will be studied is the relay at point 
A of line A-C. Line A-C is connected to three (3) lines: C-M, C-N, and C-P. The number 
of lines connected to line A-C will not affect zone 1 or zone 2 settings, but will affect 
zone 3 settings as will be shown in Equation (2). It is clear that the system in Figure 1 is 
a general topology and does not affect the problem formulation. As will be seen below, 
tripping in Zone 3 becomes more insecure with more lines connected to line A-C as zone 
3 reach becomes larger. To simplify the analysis, all lines are assumed to have the same 
impedance as well as the short circuit level. However, as will be explained below, this 
simplification does not affect the generality of the problem formulation. The impedance 
and the rating of the lines are 60 Ω and 3000 Amp, respectively and are taken from [13]. 
The setting of zone 1 is assumed to be 0.85 of the line impedance. Zone 2 setting is 
assumed to be 1.2 of the line impedance. However, some consideration is needed to set 
the third zone. The third zone has to be set such that it can protect the longest adjacent 
line (assumed to be line C-P in this case) and to protect 20% beyond that line to provide 
backup to the remote circuit breakers. In case of a bolted three-phase fault on line C-P 
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and assuming that the short circuit contributions of all buses is given in Figure 1 by Iindex 
where index is the bus name (being M , N, A or P), the voltage at distance protection 
system at A can be written as given in Equation (1) 
 
𝑉𝐴 = 𝐼𝐴 × 𝑍𝐴 +  𝑍𝑝 × (𝐼𝑀 + 𝐼𝐴 + 𝐼𝑁) Equation (1) 
 
The impedance that is seen by the relay A can then be written as in Equation (2) 
 
 
𝑍𝑅 =
𝑉𝐴
𝐼𝐴
= 𝑍𝐴 + 𝑍𝑝 × (1 +
𝐼𝑀 + 𝐼𝑁
𝐼𝐴
) Equation (2) 
 
Equation (2) will only be applicable to faults on line C-P, if we need to include 
20% for the line that is beyond bus P, then the impedance 𝑍𝑝 in Equation (2) has be 
replaced by 1.2 × 𝑍𝑝 . Using the data in [13] and assuming all lines are identical as well 
as their short circuit contribution, then the setting of zone 3 will be 𝑍𝐴 + 3.6 × 𝑍𝑝 =
4.6 ×  𝑍𝐴. The three zones are plotted in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2. MHO Distance protection characteristic for relay A in Figure 1 
 
After setting up the relay locally, applicable standards and directives need to be 
applied to the settings for compliance purposes. This step involves running worst case 
power flow in the summer peak case. The most notable directive is the load 
encroachment. The load encroachment zone is an area of the protection zone in which 
the load impedance “encroaches” –intrudes- upon the fault impedance. Load 
encroachment will obviously cause misoperation and should be removed from the zone 
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of protection [13]. To plot the load encroachment zone according to NERC [6], [13], 
[14], the load zone should include the point which corresponds to 150% line loading and 
0.85 per unit voltage. Thus, the load encroachment locus of the distance relay at A will 
consist of two parts. The first part will be an arc of circle of radius given in Equation (3) 
which is given as arc RIT in Figure 2. This arc RIT corresponds to the least impedance 
that the relay should not issue a trip command for. The other characteristic load lines 
will be two lines making an angle of  ±30𝑜 with the x-axis ( ±30𝑜 represents the power 
factor of the line under worst case loading condition) 
𝑍𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 =
𝑉𝐴
𝐼𝐴
=
345 𝑘𝑉
√3
× 0.85
1.5 × 3000
= 57 Ω Equation (3) 
 
 
The orange hashed area RLQT is the load encroachment area. NERC directives 
[6], [13], [14] states that this load encroachment zone has to be removed from the relay 
operating zone. It can be seen at once that if the impedance seen by the relay lies within 
the solid green area URI then a relay may confuse this operating point for a fault since 
the point lies already in zone 3. This confusion arises if the fault resistance is high 
enough to cause the fault point to lie within the solid green area URI. In Figure 2, this 
fault resistance ranges from 30 Ω to 90 Ω. The fault resistance can be obtained by 
measuring the distance between the diameter AB of zone 3 circle to point R and U of the 
green zone. If it is known in advance that the fault resistance calculated cannot be 
attained along the route of the transmission line, then the risk of misoperation is 
nonexistence and the green area can be removed from zone 3 without affecting the 
security or reliability of the distance protection system. However, fault resistance along 
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the route of the transmission line is not known in advance. Also, one should note that 
solid state and electromechanical relays cannot be programmed, only microprocessor 
relays can. This really means that older relays will have to comply with NERC standards 
by disabling zone 3 altogether. It is shown in [15] that disabling zone 3 in some cases 
will force protection engineers to provide back-up protection solutions to remote circuit 
breakers. This might involve a considerable cost. Additionally, not all countries around 
the world have standards as strict as NERC, so the solid green area URI exist in the zone 
of protection without regard from the protection engineer. Lastly, even if the relay 
complies with NERC directives, an impedance can still fall anywhere in zone 3, not only 
the solid green area URI, under stressed system conditions as Phadke and Horowitz 
pointed out in their paper [15]. This shows clearly the impedance protection is inherently 
insecure under stressed system conditions.  
Attention is now given to the assumptions stated in the beginning. It was 
assumed that all lines have the same impedance and all of them are contributing equal 
currents to the fault. It can be seen at once from Figure 2 that this assumption is not 
restricting the generality of the problem formulation. Because in any case the green area 
URI will exist due to the load profile under stressed conditions. Additionally, the fault 
contribution of the transmission lines will only affect the diameter BA of zone 3 which 
will only affect point U. Point U correspond to the max fault resistance. Stated 
differently, there will always be an overlap between the dynamic rating of the line and 
zone 3 and the short circuit levels from nearby lines will only affect the size of the 
overlap (area URI) not the overlap itself. Lastly, to derive Equation (1) and Equation (2), 
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a three-phase fault has been assumed. This is due to the fact that line overload is a three-
phase phenomenon. However, it should not be hard to be able to envision a single line to 
ground fault causing the same effect if one important line is operated with only one 
phase due to a line to line fault under heavy loading conditions.  
It should be apparent from the description above that the major issue that is faced 
by traditional impedance protection system is that the steady state impedance 
corresponding to a heavy load is coincident to the impedance under a fault on a remote 
line to which the distance protection system provides backup protection. It could be 
argued that impedance protection should be supervised by other steady state protection 
principles to enhance its selectivity, i.e., the ability to differentiate between a load and a 
fault current. However, other protection principles -such as over current protection- that 
can make the distinction between a load and a fault depend on the anticipated power 
flow for operation while the problem in hand is different. The confusion that is seen by 
the distance protection is because the power flow under system wide cascading failures 
changes considerably from the planned power flow. In other words, the load 
encroachment zone has to be set for system wide cascading scenarios that are not known 
in advance, which is close to impossible undertaking. One of the authors [15] states this 
fact as: 
"The overwhelming thrust of the NERC rules and other instructions regarding 
the application of zone 3 elements has been to prevent its operation during emergency 
conditions. Although this is a desirable goal, it should be recognized that even with all 
the intelligence available to modern computer relays, the problem of distinguishing a 
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fault from a heavy load in a relatively short time and using only the current and voltage 
signals available to the relay cannot be solved in every single imaginable (and some 
unimaginable) power system scenarios". 
1.2 Detection and mitigation of zone 3 misoperation in planning  
 
Most Independent System Operators (ISOs) [16], [17] today use N-1 criterion to 
judge whether the system is secure after the removal of one line in planning stage. 
However, given that zone 3 distance protection misoperation is not triggered until two or 
three lines go out of service [5], the distribution of power flow is hard to be taken into 
account in the planning stage as it would mean performing N-2 and N-3 contingency 
analysis which is expensive computationally. Thus, it is increasingly hard to assess 
protection system capability under the most stressful system conditions. Due to that, the 
authors in [18], [19] provided an efficient method to study the sensitivity of zone 3 under 
various operating conditions without the need for performing large number of power 
flow studies. In [18], [19], the authors define a linearized impedance margin of a 
distance relay using system voltages, injected power and shunt susceptance. The 
impedance margin is defined as the distance between the measured impedance locus in 
the R-X plane to the boundary of the operating characteristic of the relay and is shown in 
Figure 3. By doing so, the relays that may misoperate can be anticipated ahead of time in 
an efficient manner in the planning stage using simple formulas. However, it is shown in 
the paper that if the changes in the voltages or power injections are electrically far away 
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from the relay under study, a situation that always exists in wide area cascading 
scenarios, the error in the analysis becomes unacceptable especially for long lines.  
 
Figure 3. Impedance margin and impedance locus plot for a distance relay 
during a wide area cascading scenario 
 
In [20], the authors propose blocking zone 3 of certain distance relays ahead of 
time based on offline simulations. The authors propose that the system operator perform 
contingency analysis using credible historical contingencies in planning stage to observe 
the impedance trajectory at each distance relay in the system. The contingency scenarios 
to be performed have to include more than one contingency to create an impedance 
trajectory. The relays that misoperate during each contingency scenario due to the 
impedance trajectory entering zone 3 when no fault conditions exist should be short 
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listed. Of those relays that are short listed, certain relays are selected such that their zone 
3 protection will be disabled. The relays that will be disabled are common to all 
contingency scenarios and are selected based on a specific criterion explained in the 
paper. However, the contingency scenarios can be hard to design in the planning stage 
for modern power systems that have thousands of buses. Additionally, disabling zone 3 
effectively disables backup protection for remote circuit breakers which is a situation 
that should be avoided unless another form of backup is available.  
The authors in [21] proposed certain indices that can accurately gauge the 
severity of system conditions and the likelihood of cascades in real time. An index that is 
used to monitor distance relays is also proposed. If the indies associated with the 
distance relays exceed their threshold, then distance protection misoperation is about to 
occur and the system operator has the option to stop distance relays from operation. 
However, in practice only N-1 contingencies are studied and thus the severity index is 
chosen based on these cases. Nevertheless, if the system enters N-2 or N-3 contingency 
conditions, tuning of the “severity” threshold will be a difficult task computationally.  
Lastly, distance protection co-ordination has been explored in [22], [23]. An 
SVM for each relay is trained using the impedance trajectory that is seen by the relay 
during fault conditions. The impedance trajectory is obtained by using a transient 
stability program. SVM is then trained for various scenarios to distinguish zone 1, zone 
2 and zone 3 faults. Training scenarios include cases for different fault types at different 
distances away from the relay that has the SVM and at different fault resistances. Testing 
scenarios for SVM include faults that have not used in training. By ensuring that the 
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relays are well co-coordinated under various contingency conditions, unnecessary trip 
could be avoided. However, the impedance trajectory will depend on the system 
topology at the time of fault occurrence and this has not been taken into consideration in 
[22], [23] which could lead to large offline training set.  
Due to the fact that distance protection co-ordination requires large amount of 
offline simulations by performing many contingency conditions, the authors in [24] 
introduced the idea of “distance of impact” to automate the distance protection co-
ordination. However, the authors use the super computer to perform their computations 
at the first stage. Once the distance of impact of each relay has been calculated, co-
ordination of the distance relays becomes straight forward. A shortcoming of the 
distance co-ordination approach is that even though it can ensure that distance relays 
never overreach for faults beyond their reach, little research has been performed to study 
whether the co-ordination can ensure that relays will not misoperate under heavy loading 
conditions.  
As can be seen above, anticipation detection of distance protection 
misoperation in the planning stage is a hard task. To be able to fully prevent 
distance protection misoperation, an N-x, where x is greater than 1, contingency 
analysis need to be done. Even though this could be done for small benchmark 
systems, contingency analysis, under uncertain load and generation, is 
computationally intensive for large system consisting of thousands of buses. Many 
ISOs may not have access to supercomputers to run such intensive computations.  
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1.3 Communication assisted schemes 
The 2003 blackouts pointed out the importance of storing events along with the 
time they occurred. Investigators spent much of their time trying to match up the 
waveforms to reconstruct the sequence of events that led to the blackout. It was then 
apparent that to facilitate the transfer and comparison of waveforms, all samples need to 
have a time stamp for this purpose. Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) or synchrophasor 
technology was then recommended to address this shortcoming [5]. By the time of 2003 
blackout, state estimation was a very mature field, but PMUs opened new areas for the 
application of state estimation by reducing the time needed to do state estimation due to 
wide spread deployment in the transmission network. A PMU measures the positive 
sequence voltage and current (both the magnitude and angle), which opens new areas for 
adaptive relaying and wide area control and protection. In typical distance protection 
schemes, the relay is only applied to a single transmission line. However, in a wide area 
protection scheme, a complete area (several transmission lines) can be protected using 
selected PMU devices without the need to apply PMUs to each single bus in the system. 
By transferring information in between PMUs in the power system, accurate decision 
regarding the nature of the impedance falling in zone 3 can be made and misoperation 
can be avoided. 
With the introduction of PMUs, several fault detection and locations methods 
have been proposed. The salient feature of PMU detection schemes [25] is that using the 
communication links to transfer data between the two ends of the lines, several 
conclusions can be drawn regarding whether the line is undergoing abnormal conditions. 
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A salient feature of the PMU algorithm is the ability to monitor the status of the line and 
compute the parameters of the line online in a very accurate way.  
Due to the fact that zone 3 of distance relays may not be able differentiate 
between heavy line load and an actual fault on the system, the authors in [26] proposed 
that a tool be installed at the control center, also known as Independent System Operator 
(ISO), to continuously supervise the operation of zone 3 elements. The tool will consist 
of two modules, a central control unit (CCU) and several regional control units (RCUs). 
The CCU will be installed in the ISO while the RCUs will be installed at select 
individual substations. The CCU measures the line outage distribution factors and 
generation shift factors for the entire power grid and sends all factors to the individual 
RCUs. RCUs use local measurements at the substation and communicate with one 
another. The individual RCUs will differentiate between faults and transfer of power 
flow and supervise distance relays based on the information received from the CCU and 
other RCUs. Even though this solution might be able to prevent all zone-3 
misoperations, it needs considerable cost to construct the communication infrastructure 
that is needed to transmit the data between the individual substation and the ISO.  
The authors in [27] uses synchronized samples from both ends of the line to 
check whether the transmission line has been tripped successfully or not. The 
instantaneous power from both line ends are calculated. It is shown in the paper that 
after fault inception, the instantaneous power at both ends becomes positive. This hold 
true even under systems with week infeed. The method is applicable to all systems other 
than radial systems. However, due to the need to transfer data between both ends, 
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significant cost may be incurred to establish such algorithm across each transmission 
line in the grid. The approach that has been proposed in [27] has been validated using 
field data in [28].  
In [29], distributed PMUs are used to reach a definitive decision about the 
existence of the fault in the system using a synchrophasor state estimator (SynSE). The 
SynSE is used to detect network topology changes as well as determine the fault 
locations as shown in Figure 4. However, the grid has to be completely observable by 
PMUs. Thus, siting PMUs has to be done carefully to not create unobservable islands 
under stressed system conditions and certain contingency conditions.  
 
 
Figure 4. Protection logic of the paper in [29] 
 
In [30] synchrophasors are proposed to supervise zone 3 operation. Specific 
indices are proposed to assert the fault using the currents which result in a very robust 
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zone 3 distance protection system. The algorithm forms a super node from the certain 
groups of PMUs. By summing the current going into the super node, a decision can be 
reached whether a disturbance exists or not. If a disturbance is detected, another logic is 
invoked to determine whether it is a fault for the group of PMUs with the higher 
deviation. The logic that is invoked after disturbance detection is impedance based. A 
weighted fault detection index is defined for this purpose. The weights used to define the 
index depend on the reach of the respective zone 3 distance protection relay. If after 
disturbance detection, the weighted fault index is exceeded, a fault in zone 3 is declared 
and the relay is restrained from operation. However, to fully take advantage of the 
method, strategically located PMUs have to exist in the system which makes the 
approach highly dependent on the topology and any transmission system upgrades. 
Additionally, certain contingency conditions can cause some faults not to be detected 
due to the location of the PMUs.  
In [31], agents are used to aid zone 3 relay elements without enforcing a 
decision. In this scheme, each impedance relay will have the capability to communicate 
with other agents in the network that protect the same transmission line. If the majority 
of the agents informs the local distance relay that the impedance in its zone 3 reach is 
actually due to a fault, then the local distance relay should be energized, and a trip 
command has to be issued. An optimization approach is set up such that the 
communication delay between the various agents are less than 1 second, which is the 
time of operation of zone 3. A similar approach has been proposed in [32] where agents 
are installed everywhere without the optimization approach.  
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In [33], a limited number of PMUs are used to determine the faulted line as well 
as the location of the fault. An optimization approach is used to locate a set of PMUs 
such that the observability is independent of the generator models. A backup protection 
zone is then constructed using the lines and buses between each PMU such that a line in 
not included in two regions. The sum of zero and positive sequence currents are used as 
discriminant for fault detection and location. If the sum is not zero, then the area will be 
flagged as having a fault. Next comes the task of identifying the faulted line. For the area 
that is flagged as having a fault, a distance quantity will be calculated for each line 
within the area, i.e., each line will be assumed faulted and a distance quantity will be 
calculated. If the distance quantity falls between 0 to 1 then the faulted line will be 
determined. If more than one line is found to be faulted, an estimation of relative 
residual error is made and the line with the minimum residual error will be selected as 
the faulted line. It is clear from this description that two faults within any protected zone 
or cross-country faults will be detected as one fault only. And even though one of the 
two faults may have not been cleared, the algorithm may not be able to detect such 
situation.  
In [34], a backup wide area protection scheme is proposed. Short window DFT is 
used to extract the phasor information from the three-phase voltages and currents. In this 
scheme, the absolute difference of the bus angles and currents are used to detect the 
fault. The minimum voltage magnitude establishes the closest bus to the fault and the 
maximum current angle difference between the buses establishes the faulted lines. 
However, for the method to work, the minimum voltage threshold has to be established. 
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It is shown in the paper that a voltage threshold less than 0.95 means that there is a fault 
on a system. This immediately points out that in case of voltage instability conditions, 
the method can operate erroneously. 
In [35], another wide area protection scheme is proposed. The solution consists 
of two components: a fault element identification (FEI) and a fault area detection (FAD). 
The FEI is used to identify the faulted element in the zone being protected. After that, 
the fault isolation is realized by coordination among area circuit breakers. As part of the 
FEI, the measured voltage and current of one terminal of the protected area are used to 
estimate the voltages at the other end. If an internal fault occurs within the zone being 
monitored, then the estimated value will be different from the measured value at that bus 
causing a fault to be detected. On the other hand, the faulted area is detected through 
FAD. The substations that are within the faulted area need to send the information to the 
central control room. Afterwards, the central control room will search the suspected 
faulty lines and identify actual faulty lines quickly. The use of FAD concept reduces the 
communication overhead required by the scheme.  
The authors in [36] use PMUs, that are in place as part of a wide area protection 
scheme, to detect the power flow transfer due to the removal of faulted line from service. 
In [36], the load flow transfer to a line can be calculated using the network topology via 
the distribution factors. If the measured power flow transfer significantly mismatches the 
calculated power flow transfer, then a fault will be declared. Based on that detection, 
zone 3 is adaptively adjusted to prevent misoperation which eliminates distance 
protection zone 3 misoperation.  
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Even though PMU based schemes and wide-area based schemes can offer 
attractive solutions to eliminate the problem of distance protection misoperation, 
these solutions require significant communication infrastructure cost. Additionally, 
the power grid is a critical infrastructure and the cybersecurity risk may be 
eminent if the grid is brought online for communications purposes.  
1.4 Modifications to local distance protection 
In addition to using PMUs for fault detection and assisting zone 3 tripping, 
various authors proposed making changes to the way impedance relays operate. In these 
methods, the authors proposed additional criteria to assist distance protection in order to 
assert that fault exists within the relay reach using local data.  
Local measurements are used in [37] to assist zone-3 tripping. The authors 
proposed to distinguish three-phase faults from system overloads. The DC decaying 
component and the line load angle are used to determine whether a fault has occurred 
within the reach of local distance relay. The DC decaying fault component is 
reconstructed from the measured currents in all three phases. Since the fault is three-
phase, a DC decaying component must exist in one of the phases. A transient monitoring 
function will then be defined to be the maximum of all three phases DC decaying 
components in one cycle. Also, for the three-phase fault to be asserted, the line load 
angle has to be greater than 50 degrees. Both the monitoring function as well as the line 
load angle has to be true for a three-phase fault to be declared. The drawback of this 
method is that the fault must have significant decaying DC component which makes it 
challenging for certain fault incipient angles and transmission line lengths as a 
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significant decaying DC component can only occur when the fault occurs at certain 
incipient angles and under certain X/R ratios. Additionally, the paper assumes the angle 
between the current and the voltage at the relay to be more than 50 degrees as a fault 
indicator. However, it has been pointed out in [15] that under stressed system conditions 
the angle may indeed exceed that threshold with no fault on the system. Also, if the 
swing frequency in the system is anticipated to be larger than 5 Hz, threshold selection 
for transient monitoring becomes a hard task which could mislead the scheme to confuse 
power system swing for three-phase faults. Lastly, the effect of fault resistance has not 
been studied in the paper. Fault resistance can potentially cause trouble setting the 
threshold for the transient monitoring function as it affects the DC decaying component. 
In [38] the rate of change of voltage is used as a trip restraint to supervise 
distance protection misoperation. The idea is that fault occurrence or fault clearing 
causes the voltage seen by the relay to change drastically. The authors propose if the 
local relay senses that the system voltage is stressed according to the conditions listed in 
[39], the rate of voltage change (
∆𝑉
∆𝑡
) will be used to assert whether a fault has occurred 
and cleared within zone 3 protection using two thresholds for both fault occurrence and 
fault clearing. Additionally, the authors proposed to use a thermal loading monitoring 
function to decide whether the maximum conductor temperature has been reached. The 
temperature monitoring function will start operation after the fault has been detected. If 
the temperature monitoring function declares that the line temperature has reached 
maximum limit, the line will be tripped whether the fault has been cleared or not. 
However, for the trip command to be secure, large amount of offline simulations need to 
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be carried out to know the worst-case rate of change of voltage. The major disadvantage 
of the method is that under voltage instability, the (
∆𝑉
∆𝑡
)  criterion is not exclusive 
property for faults as pointed in [40] since under voltage instability, a sudden generator 
tripping could cause the same (
∆𝑉
∆𝑡
).  
Since it is hard to distinguish between evolving pre-blackout event and short 
circuit conditions using magnitude of voltage, another trip restraint quantity, namely (
∆𝐼
∆𝑉
)  
has been used along with (
∆𝑉
∆𝑡
) criterion to trip zone 3 securely in [40]. The (
∆𝐼
∆𝑉
)  threshold 
value has also been obtained using offline simulations. The disadvantage of the method 
in [40] is that neither contingency analysis nor system loading levels have been taken 
into consideration. 
The use of fault generated high frequency components has also been investigated 
in literature [41]. Such usage can give a more precise answer whether a fault has 
occurred thus making tripping in zone 3 more secure. In [42], the energy of the first 
three current levels and the third approximation is used to train a probabilistic classifier. 
The energy is calculated using certain levels of the discrete wavelet transform of the 
three-phase currents. Using this energy features, a decision is made whether a transient 
signal if due to a fault or non-fault condition on a line. A simpler online transient 
classifier has been proposed in [43], where the transient events occurring on the 
transmission lines nearby any distance relay are identified. Modal transformation is used 
to transform the phase currents into modal currents. The discrete wavelet transform 
coefficients of the aerial modes [44] are combined in a certain manner to train a 
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feedforward neural network to classify those transients. However, the major drawbacks 
of both [43] and [44] is that they cannot be used to tell whether the fault is within the 
relay protection reach even though they can tell whether a fault has occurred in the 
network. These papers can only be useful if another method is found to use the transient 
classification as an entrance point to determining whether the fault is within the 
protection reach of the relay, but this has not been done in literature to the best of our 
knowledge. 
Various adaptive zone 3 settings were also investigated in literature where zone 3 
reach is adjusted based on local information. In [45], [46], ANN has been used to predict 
the correct load blinder under various system conditions. The load blinder is then 
combined with the zone 3 settings to block any undesirable tripping. The load blinder is 
only activated under balanced conditions to make sure that the heavy loading is not 
confused for unbalanced fault conditions. The load blinder is determined based on 
offline simulations. The simulations take into account the loading level of the power 
system, fault incipient angle, source impedance ratio, fault resistance and fault location. 
The features used to train ANN is the active and reactive power, voltage as well as the 
rate of change of both the voltages and currents seen at the relay terminal as shown in 
Figure 5. A simple line connected to another line with a load in between is used to test 
the method which is a disadvantage of the method. Also, the effect of the system 
topology was not studied. It is also foreseen that the inclusion for contingency analysis 
in ANN training will require large offline simulations and will make load blinder 
selection difficult task. Additionally, only three phase-fault currents has been used to 
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train the ANN and in case a single line to ground fault occurs and cause the features to 
be different than the ones used in training, the method is expected to fail because ANN is 
known to have bad generalization capabilities [47].  
 
Figure 5. Creation of adaptive load blinder in [45] 
 
In [48], [49] the authors propose changing zone 3 reach during emergency 
conditions to prevent distance protection misoperation if certain system conditions are 
met. If those system conditions are met, zone 3 protection reach will be shrunk to zone 2 
which in turn gives maximum security. During stressed system conditions, the 
impedance seen by the local relay approaches the original zone 3 border, whether this 
border is MHO characteristics or polygonal one. The authors propose to define a fourth 
protection zone, called third zone proximity area (TZPA), as well as a fifth protection 
zone, called third zone modification area (TZMA), to change zone 3 protection reach 
based on certain criteria. The TZMA is a region within TZPA but closer to zone 3 
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protection zone. The authors provided rules on how to set both TZMA and TZPA. Once 
the impedance enters this TZPA and crosses zone 3 fast enough, the fault will be 
declared. However, if the impedance enters TZPA and stays within TZPA, the TZMA 
logic will be put into action. Zone 3 protection will be shrunk to zone 2 if the impedance 
crosses TZMA within a minute. This one minute is used to adjust for restorative 
corrective forces of the gird such as generator excitation controls and transformer load 
tap changer. In summary, zone 3 protection will only be changed if the impedance 
crosses TZMA with a certain rate within a specified time delay once it starts changing in 
TZPA. These ideas are illustrated in Figure 6. Although, the approach is very promising, 
a fast-evolving system instability could mislead the scheme. Additionally, it can be seen 
that the approach proposed sacrifices dependability for security as evident by shrinking 
zone 3; if a fault occurs within the original zone 3 protection zone beyond the original 
zone 2 reach after zone 3 protection zone is shrunk, the approach proposed by the 
authors will rely heavily on the closest relay and circuit breaker to clear the fault. 
However, if this relay or circuit breaker fails to clear the fault, the fault will go uncleared 
worsening the already stressed system conditions. Lastly, the proposed algorithm will 
fail definitely in case the impedance stays within TZPA, suddenly jumps to original zone 
3 due to a zone 3 fault before the time delay expires then stays in zone 3 after fault 
clearing due to line heavy loading conditions.  
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Figure 6. TZMA and TZPA of the method in [49] 
 
Lastly, the authors in [50] proposed to identify power flow overload based on a 
newly proposed concept. This concept is based on the phasor relationships in the 
complex phasor plane. The paper only differentiates between three-phase faults and 
overloads as overloads are three-phase balanced phenomenon. Since the paper only aims 
to distinguish three-phase faults from overload, any three-phase fault on a transmission 
line can be analyzed without the need of information from the other end of line. This is 
due to the fact that the fault arc voltage is not affected by the infeed fault current making 
the fault point grounded through the arc resistance. This property is used to derive the 
criterion to differentiate between three-phase faults and overloads based on an 
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impedance criterion that can be adaptively adjusted using the measured phase angle 
between the voltage and current at the relay location as well as a constant safety factor. 
However, the method is not applicable when a three-phase fault occurs within the 
distance relay reach during an overload condition. Additionally, it is assumed that all 
three-phase to ground faults involve arc without the consideration of the other situations 
when three-phase downed conductors cause such faults which in turn could cause some 
of the assumptions used in deriving the impedance criterion to be invalid.  
In summary, the use of rate of change of voltages and currents can prevent 
the problem of distance protection misoperation in most occasions but does not 
fully prevent it. Other methods use previous operational experience with distance 
relays to propose solutions to the problem of distance protection misoperation. 
However, system conditions and scenarios that were not previously encountered 
could mislead those proposed solutions. The use of high frequency fault generated 
transients seems to be a promising area, but it is scarcely researched in literature. 
1.5 Summary 
The problem of distance protection misoperation has been presented. Various 
approaches to solve the problem have been surveyed and organized into three main 
categories. The methods in each category have been explained. Additionally, the 
advantages and disadvantages of each method have been pointed out.  
The first category is anticipation of distance protection misoperation in the 
planning stage. In this category, distance protection misoperation could be anticipated 
day ahead based on the forecasted load and generation as well as contingency 
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conditions. However, due to the large size of modern day power systems, such 
anticipation is computationally intensive.  
The second category is communication assisted protection schemes. The main 
idea in this category is that using information from both ends of the line or information 
from various substations in the network, a blocking command can be issued to the 
affected distance relay. Nevertheless, these communication-assisted protection schemes 
have not found wide industry acceptance due to cybersecurity risks as well as the 
economic cost that is required to build such systems.  
The third category is modification of the local distance protection function using 
local information. The main idea in this family of solutions is that using operational 
system experience as well as the local data, one can tell with certainty that a distance 
relay is about to misoperate. By detecting such conditions, a blocking command can be 
issued to guard the relay against misoperation. Nevertheless, the methods in this last 
category may fail under system conditions that were not taken into consideration while 
developing these methods. This dissertation belongs to this class of solutions.   
The most appropriate method to mitigate zone 3 misoperation is dependent on 
what is the most important factor for the utility company. For example, one utility 
company may prefer a communication-assisted scheme using remote measurements to 
eliminate the possibility for distance protection misoperation while accepting the 
cybersecurity vulnerabilities that are introduced. Another utility may not be willing to 
accept the cybersecurity risks or the cost of constructing such scheme and requires a 
solution using local measurements or minimum remote measurements. We think that 
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methods which use local relay data are worthy of research attention as cybersecurity 
threats are becoming a major concern. 
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2. DATA ANALYSIS AND METHODOLOGY CONSIDERATIONS*3 
This chapter analyzes the features of disturbance data during wide-area of 
cascading events. A general theoretical background about the discrete wavelet transform 
is first explained. After that, the features that are available in the high frequency 
oscillatory components are presented. Based on the study of the features, general 
considerations regarding any acceptable solution methodology will be given.  
2.1 Discrete wavelet transform  
In this research, the dyadic wavelet transform is used [51]. The transform takes 
the signal and applies low and high pass filters to it. The transform converts the original 
signal into independent signals, each of which spans a certain frequency band. The 
frequency bands are determined by the number of levels the original signal sought to 
analyze; each level corresponds to a unique frequency band. The word “independent” (as 
it applies to signals) means that one level cannot be derived from another, i.e., level 2 
cannot be derived from level 1. The frequency band of each level depends on the 
sampling frequency and Nyquist theory. The highest frequency in the decomposed signal 
will be equal to half of the sampling frequency.  
                                                 
*3Parts of this chapter were reprinted with permission from “Towards a new paradigm for ultrafast 
transmission line relaying” by Ahmad Abdullah, 2016 IEEE Power and Energy Conference at 
Illinois (PECI), Pages 1–8, ©2016 IEEE 
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The DWT transform equation is provided in Equation (4) [51] where 𝜑(𝑡)is the 
mother wavelet used, and f(t) is the signal to be analyzed. Parameter “a” causes scaling 
(which determines the level) and “b” causes shifting in time.  
 
𝑊𝑓(𝑎, 𝑏) =
1
√𝑎
∫ 𝑓(𝑡) × 𝜑(
𝑡−𝑏
𝑎
)
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅∞
−∞
 𝑑𝑡  
 
Equation (4) 
As can be seen from the integral, the transform signal is successively 
approximated at each level given by the “a” scaling coefficient. In other words, after 
fixing the coefficient “a”, the transform signal is a time series signal that is a function of 
the “b” coefficient. The “b” coefficient is a translation in time. It is evident from 
Equation (4) that the transform time series signal at a certain level cannot be derived 
from the time series at a different level (different value of the “a” coefficient).  
The dyadic transform can be thought of as an application of high and low pass 
filters to the signal resulting in two signals. The signal corresponding to the output of the 
high-pass filter is called level 1, and the other signal is called approximation 1. Both 
signals are independent and cannot be derived from each other. One can stop at this step 
or choose to apply high and low pass filters to the first approximation to get level 2 and 
approximation 2. Level 2 will span a frequency band corresponding to the upper half of 
the frequency band of approximation 1, while approximation 2 will occupy the lower 
frequency band. Continuing in this manner, by applying successive low- and high-pass 
filters, one obtains a set of levels (also called details) and one last approximation. In 
theory, the last approximation should correspond to a pure sine wave, provided that the 
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high frequency components imposed on the power frequency contain frequencies that 
are not included in the frequency band of the last approximation.  
 Figure 7 illustrates a numerical example where the use of a 200 kHz sampling 
frequency results in discrete wavelet transform (DWT) decomposition. In practice, it is 
not needed to apply the transform all over the infinite time line. Since wavelets have a 
strong localization property, it is only necessary to apply the transform to the time period 
under study. 
 
 
Figure 7. DWT analysis of a certain signal 
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2.2 Features available in the high frequency oscillatory components 
Since it was determined, based on the literature survey, that high frequency 
oscillatory components are the best approach to increase the security of the distance 
relay, the question that remains open is: What features in the high frequency components 
can be used for fault detection? 
When a fault or any transient event occurs, it launches a traveling wave, as well 
as high frequency oscillatory components [52]. Traveling waves can be easily quantified 
as they arrive at the line terminals, but the high frequency oscillatory components 
cannot. The reason these oscillatory components were difficult to quantify in previous 
research is explained below. 
At this point, new terminology needs to be introduced. When speaking of a 
certain transmission line, a fault on that line is called a fault case. A fault case has its 
parameters. Those parameters are: incipient angle, fault resistance, fault type, and fault 
location. Thus, a certain fault case on a specific transmission line causes voltages and 
currents to oscillate in a manner that is in accordance with the parameters of that fault 
case. The formal solution of the currents and voltages of a single phase line is given by 
the following two equations (called telegrapher equations) [53] 
𝜕𝑉
𝜕𝑥
= 𝐼 × 𝑅 + 𝐿 ×
𝜕𝐼
𝜕𝑡
 Equation (5) 
𝜕𝐼
𝜕𝑥
= 𝐺 × 𝑉 + 𝐶 ×
𝜕𝑉
𝜕𝑡
 Equation (6) 
 
where:  
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• I and V are the current and the voltage anywhere on the line (Ampere and Volt, 
respectively). 
• R and G is the resistance and conductance per unit length of the line (Ohm and 
Mho), respectively. 
• L and C are inductance and capacitance of the line per unit length (Henry and 
Farad), respectively. 
• x is the distance from a zero-reference frame generally taken to be at either end 
of the line. 
A general closed form solution of Equation (5) and Equation (6) is difficult and 
generally impossible, as it depends on the boundary and initial conditions of the case 
involved. Perhaps the most straightforward solution method is to obtain the solution in 
terms of an infinite time series expansion. However, infinite time series expansion is not 
applicable here because we intend to analyze the frequency content of the signal as the 
content changes over time. Application of Laplace and Fourier transforms to those 
equations produces integrals that have not yet been solved formally. Moreover, when a 
three-phase line is studied, the above equations become six equations (two equations for 
each phase: a voltage and current equation). Thus, decoupling them is a difficult 
undertaking, if not impossible, in most cases. If we have mutual coupling between two 
lines sharing the same tower, then we must generate three more equations for a total of 
nine equations. Bearing in mind that those nine equations are for one line only, those 
equations then need to be solved simultaneously along with all other equations in the 
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system. For today’s power systems which consist of thousands of lines, solving all 
equations analytically in a closed form is beyond human capacity. 
The main aim of analyzing the high frequency components is to detect the fault 
once it is initiated. It is very apparent that high-frequency fault-generated transients are 
different for each fault case on a specific line. This is because each fault case on a 
specific line has its own set of equations as given in Equation (5) and Equation (6) with 
unique boundary (lines connected to it) and initial conditions. Moreover, the same fault 
case on different lines will cause different fault-generated transients because each case 
has its own boundary and initial conditions, which are different for all neighboring lines. 
For this reason, no attempt is made to solve the equations in a closed form but instead, 
they are solved numerically by running electromagnetic transients (EMT) simulations, 
extracting the high frequency content and then analyzing this content.  
To be able to see the high frequency features, one can analyze the three-phase 
currents and voltages using DWT. This way the time and frequency features in both the 
voltages and currents can be seen at once. In all of the following investigations, we 
found that DWT with Daubechies type 4 “db4” provides the best features. In theory, any 
wavelet type can be used as no emphasis is put on the smoothness and differentiability of 
the current or voltage signals since we are using the discrete wavelet transform to 
analyze numerical simulations. A discussion of the differentiability and smoothness of 
mother wavelets such as db4 would occupy too much space and time away from the 
main focus of this research. However, the interested reader is encouraged to read the 
book,  A Wavelet Tour of Signal Processing by Mallat [54]. 
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To identify features in both voltages and currents, realistic voltage transformer 
and current transformer models have to be used since distance relays see the currents and 
voltages at the secondary side of CTs and CVTs whereas the EMT simulations provide 
three-phase currents and voltages at the primary side of the measuring transformers. 
Most voltage transformers used across the transmission network are capacitive voltage 
transformers (CVTs) due to cost and size limitations. CVT models used are described in 
[55]. Also, most CTs are either air core CTs or bushing type CTs due to cost 
considerations. CT models used are described in [55]. 
To identify voltage and current features, one can create a fault case on a 
transmission line and analyze it using DWT to see what type of oscillatory components 
exist. Figure 8 illustrates the DWT decomposition of a signal  
 
Figure 8. DWT decomposition of phase A current of a certain fault case 
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As can be seen from Figure 8, the details coefficients show the high frequency 
content of a phase current at each level. It is apparent that the pre-fault case does not 
contain any oscillations since it is at a steady state. However, once the fault occurs, the 
traveling waves as well as the high frequency components occur and can be seen in the 
decomposition. It is also clear from Figure 8 that traveling waves can easily be seen at 
level 1. But as levels go up, it becomes harder to determine when the traveling waves 
arrived at the line terminal.  
On the other hand, small oscillatory components can be seen at voltages as the 
CVT attenuates all high frequency components. A CVT is a tuned RC filter that is 
supposed to pass the fundamental frequency signal only. A closer look at the voltages 
produced at CVT terminals based on CVT models adopted from [56] illustrate that this 
is indeed the case as shown in Figure 9. Figure 9 that was reproduced from [56] shows 
that the voltage contains no noticeable traveling waves and the fundamental frequency 
signal is clearly dominant.  
Moreover, it is widely known [57] that if a fault occurs at the instant of zero-
voltage crossing, no traveling waves occur and the fault will go undetected if traveling 
waves are used for fault detection. This can be clearly seen at Figure 10 where the fault 
has been created such that it occurs at the zero-voltage crossing at the point on the 
transmission line where the fault occurred. As shown in Figure 10, even though no 
traveling waves occur, high frequency oscillatory transients do exist even though they 
may be small.  In fact, no traveling waves will appear if the fault occurs within the zero-
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voltage crossing, i.e., there is a deadband around the zero-voltage crossing in which no 
traveling waves can be launched.  
 
Figure 9. Voltage measurement with and without CVT model. 
CCVT-1 and CCVT-2 
In summary, no voltage high-frequency components or traveling waves can be 
used because 1) a capacitive voltage transformer (CVT) attenuates them due to its 
characteristics, and 2) traveling waves are not generated in case the fault occurs around 
zero voltage at the point of fault on the transmission line. These two points cause three-
phase voltages to be practically unusable for this application. On the other hand, high-
frequency oscillations always exist at three-phase currents largely regardless of the fault 
incipient angle and the CT model used. For this purpose, features are extracted from the 
phase currents throughout this research.   
It should be noted that transmission line faults are not the only reason for high 
frequency oscillations generated in the transmission network. The study of high-
frequency oscillations due to faults must be done alongside other high-frequency 
oscillations with the reasons for all such occurrences taken into consideration. This is 
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done to ensure that the features seen in the three-phase currents are unique to faults and 
thus, the fault detection module is secure and does not cause a false alarm.  Since 
transmission networks are isolated from the distribution network by relatively long sub-
transmission and sub-distribution networks, the reasons for transmission line high-
frequency components are limited and are given as follows: 
• faults, 
• line switching operations, 
• lightning strikes, 
• load dropping and load energization, which include:  
o load ramping, 
o line opening, and 
o line dropping operation. 
In the next sections, all of these disturbance events are analyzed using the DWT 
to identify the features that can be unique to faults.  
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Figure 10. Fault at zero voltage crossing 
 
2.2.1 Features available in three-phase currents 
As has been explained in the previous chapter, only three-phase currents contain 
high frequency oscillatory components that are usable from a practical point of view. In 
this subsection, we provide an overview of the features used to represent high-frequency 
oscillatory components.  
Samples of the three-phase currents were proposed in [58]–[60] to be used as the 
features. The samples were used with no pre-processing which required high 
computational resources. After the emergence of wavelet transform, it was discovered 
that not all samples are needed other than a compressed version of them. Researchers in 
[61]–[64] proposed using wavelet details as features. By combining those features in 
addition to some logic to distinguish internal and external faults, the authors in [61]–[64] 
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were able to construct a fault detection module. In addition to using the wavelet 
coefficients, authors in [42] proposed to use the energy of certain wavelet details 
coefficients as features.  
When it comes to three-phase currents, various transformations can be defined to 
obtain different features in various domains. The following transformations can be 
defined: 
• Symmetrical components [65], 
• Clarke transformation [66], 
• Karrenbauer transformation [67], and 
• modal transformation 
A well-established feature extraction method is given in [68] to extract the 
optimal or near optimal features from the details coefficients. We found that using a 
sampling rate of 200 kHz, the optimality condition in [68] removes considerable amount 
detail coefficients from level 1 and level 2 decompositions but not from level 3 if certain 
conditions are met. These conditions are: 1) we apply the modal transformation [44] to a 
half cycle of post disturbance data to remove the ground mode current and obtain the 
two aerial mode currents; 2) the DWT was then applied to extract level 3 detail 
coefficients corresponding to half a cycle of post-disturbance data of the two aerial mode 
currents. Thus, a design decision was taken not to apply the optimality condition to trade 
complexity for simplicity and practicality. If the CT bandwidth is 10 kHz, as is the case 
with some bushing type CTs, then level 1, corresponding to a frequency band ranging 
from 10 kHz to 5 kHz, will be used instead of level 3. In other words, we found that the 
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detail coefficients must correspond to frequencies of at least 5 kHz for accurate 
classification. Below is a summary of the modal transformation. 
2.2.2 Modal transformation 
The modal transformation is used in EMTP [69] as the only way to analyze 
power system transients [70]. Contrary to the above transformations, modal 
transformation depends on distances between the phases. This means that for each tower 
configuration, a transformation matrix is obtained. Briefly, the modal analysis 
corresponds to an eigenvalue analysis of the currents in the three phases, which means 
that the three-phase currents or voltages are separated into three independent sets of 
currents or voltages. The modal transformation removes any mutual coupling and 
untransposed line effects. The general form of the modal transformation is given in 
Equation (7) [44], [71]. In general, the entries of the matrix are complex, but the 
imaginary part is so small that the matrix can be approximated by real entries. The signs 
of entries of the matrix are constant and do not depend on the tower configuration. The 
current 𝐼0 has the same physical meaning of the ground mode current in symmetrical 
components. However, since the entries do not have the same value as in the 
symmetrical component transformation matrix, 𝐼0 is the weighted sum of the phase 
currents. The T entry is either zero or has a negative sign. 𝐼1and 𝐼2are called aerial mode 
currents.  
(
𝐼0
𝐼1
𝐼2
) =  (
+ + +
+ 𝑇 −
+ + −
) × (
𝐼𝑎
𝐼𝑏
𝐼𝑐
)  Equation (7) 
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The modal transformation changes the system equations to the form given in 
Equation (8). As shown in the above equation, the mutual coupling is removed, and each 
phase is analyzed separately, which can be further expressed as  
(
𝐼0
𝐼1
𝐼2
) =  (
𝑎11 0 0
0 𝑎22 0
0 0 𝑎33
) × (
𝑉0
𝑉1
𝑉2
) Equation (8) 
 
2.3 Study of the features available in the three-phase currents 
The first step in the proposed algorithm is fault detection. This means that the 
local relay must be able to tell whether the high frequency components are due to a fault 
or not. It should be noted that in the following discussion, it is assumed that the three-
phase currents are free from noise. The effect of noise will be studied in chapter 4. Thus, 
the pre-fault (or pre-event) data is assumed to be noise-free with no high frequency 
components. Figure 8  clearly shows that any event can be detected once the detail 
coefficients change to non-zero values. This change of coefficients would immediately 
signal that a disturbance occurred. What remains is to identify whether this disturbance 
is a fault or not. Since the problem at hand applies to the transmission network, one 
needs to understand what disturbances are observed at the transmission level. The 
disturbances that are seen at the transmission level are:  
• Load switching (including ramping-up or down the load), 
• lightning strikes, 
• faults,  
• line energization, and  
• line dropping. 
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Notably, these disturbance events should only be detected within the distance 
relay reach, which is 220%. If one of those disturbance events, even faults, occur outside 
that reach, then the event can be ignored as the relay is not to respond to any of them, 
even if they cause heavy loading. In section 2.4, we show how to determine that a 
disturbance event is within the reach of a distance relay. After that, each of the 
disturbance events is studied to identify the features that are unique to faults.  
2.4 Modified relay reach 
A typical relay reach is shown in Figure 40. It is typical for the relay at bus A to 
provide back-up protection for two circuit breakers downstream in case of circuit 
breaker failure [72]. Thus, the relay at bus A of line A-B is supposed to provide backup 
protection for: 
• the two circuit breakers at buses B of the lines BC and BD and 
• the circuit breakers at the beginning of the lines emanating from both buses C 
and D. 
For the distance protection to provide a secure back-up protection to the circuit 
breakers of the lines emanating from buses B and C, a conservative 20% protection of 
those lines is included in the third protection zone [72]. To determine whether a 
disturbance event is within the relay reach or not, various disturbance events were 
created just inside and just outside the relay reach. These events were then compared to 
reach a conclusion on how to determine whether the disturbance event is inside or 
outside the relay reach. As an example, refer to Figure 11, which provides the relay 
reach of the relay at bus 16 of line 16–42 of a certain benchmark network. Two three-
phase to ground faults have been created. The first one is just within the relay reach of 
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the relay bus 16 at point Ω (219% of line length) and the other one is just outside that 
relay reach at point ∑ (221% of the line length). Phase A currents of both cases are 
provided in Figure 12 and a zoomed in version is shown in Figure 13, where both cases 
are nearly identical to each other since both faults are separated by a small line section (1 
mile in this case). It is apparent from this figure that there is no way to identify which 
fault is outside the relay reach. This is because the high frequency content of the signal 
changes continuously as the event moves continuously along the line as is evident from 
the equations in section 2.2. This will be shown in more detail in section 2.6.  
For this reason, the relay reach has to be changed such that a clear distinction can 
be made between the disturbances that are within the relay reach and the ones that are 
outside the relay reach. Increasing the relay reach is not an option as this will exacerbate 
the problem of zone 3 misoperation as it originates from a large relay reach. Thus, the 
only option is to decrease the relay reach. Decreasing the relay reach has to be done in 
such a way that the relay can still provide back-up to most of the area originally covered. 
In this research, we found that the best option is to decrease the relay reach to 200% of 
the line length. In this manner, we still protect most of area that was covered originally 
by the 220% reach of the relay but we, in effect, disable the second layer of backup to 
the circuit breakers two buses downstream of the relay. This can be understood by 
referring to Figure 11. If the relay reach at bus 16 is limited to 200% of line length, then 
the red 20% of line 46–81 will no longer be protected and the circuit breaker at bus 46 of 
line 46-81 will lose the second layer of backup provided by the relay at bus 16. 
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However, relay 46 of line 46–81 is still backed up by the relay at bus 42 of line 42–46. 
The modified relay reach is shown in Figure 14.  
 
Figure 11. Original relay reach at bus 16 of line 16–42 
 
 
Figure 12. Current of phase A for the same fault case just inside zone 3 and 
just outside zone 3 for the original relay reach 
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Figure 13. Zoomed in version of phase A current in Figure 12 
 
The main reason for changing the relay reach to 200% of line length is to ensure 
that the features inside the relay reach (modified zone 3) and outside zone 3 will be 
different. When the relay reach is restricted in such a way, a physical discontinuity exists 
in the network which forces the high frequency components generated by the 
disturbances happening inside zone 3 to be different that the ones occurring outside zone 
3. This can be understood by referring to section 2.2. In this section, it was explained 
that each disturbance event will have a unique boundary and initial conditions. In case 
two events are very close to each other on the same transmission line (such as in the case 
of the old 220% zone 3 relay reach), the solutions to the equations will be almost 
identical. But when the events are such that each one of them occurs on a different line, 
the disturbance equations will have different sets of initial and boundary conditions 
causing the solutions to be different. This can be clearly seen by referring to Figure 15 
and the zoomed version in Figure 16 in which two faults have been created. The first one 
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is just within the newly created 200% relay reach and the other one is created just 
outside that new reach. The inside fault has been created on line 42–46 one meter away 
from bus 46. The fault outside has been created on line 46–81 one meter away from bus 
46. As evident from the discussion in 2.2.1, the existence of the bus as a physical 
boundary makes both faults look different.   
 
 
Figure 14. Modified relay reach of the relay at bus 16 
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Figure 15. Current of phase A for the same fault case just inside zone 3 and 
just outside zone 3 for modified relay reach of relay 16 in Figure 14 
 
 
Figure 16. Zoomed in version of phase A current at Figure 15 
It is self-evident that the logic given in this section applies to all tower 
configurations and all transmission lines in the network. In other words, the existence of 
a physical bus as a barrier defining the relay reach should be sufficient as a measure to 
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distinguish the events that are within the relay reach and the ones that are outside the 
relay reach.  
2.5 Analysis of features available in the disturbance events 
In this section, different disturbance events will be studied, and the features 
unique to each one of them will be analyzed. It will be assumed that the relay reach is 
only 200% of the line length. Thus, a fault detection module will be proposed in chapter 
3.1.  
2.5.1 Features in lightning  
To know for sure that a fault has occurred using high frequency oscillations, 
other types of disturbance events must be ruled out. One of the most frequent 
disturbances in power systems is lightning. Lightning can evolve to a fault or not. For 
this reason, it is important to identify lightning and detect whether it has evolved to a 
fault. In this section, we will only explain how a lightning strike can be detected, saving 
the detection of lightning fault discussion for section 3.1.3. 
Figure 17 shows a 10 kA lightning strike on line 16–42 of Figure 11 as seen from 
relay 16, and the phase current attains very high values. This can be seen at the DWT 
decomposition in Figure 19. It should be noted that a 10 kA lightning strike is very low 
compared to a recent lightning survey in which the least powerful lightning strike 
reported had values of no less than 20 kA [73]. Figure 18 shows the phase current of a 
5 kA lightning strike on line 46–81 of Figure 11 as seen by relay 16 of line 16–42. As 
shown in Figure 18, the phase current still attains extremely high values, and this will be 
reflected in the DWT coefficients. Thus, the current in Figure 18 as seen from relay 16 
of line 16–42 attains very high values even though the total distance between relay 16 to 
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the point of the lightning strike on line 46–81 is around 280 km. This indicates that the 
initial traveling wave arrives at the relay location at almost full strength. In all 
disturbance studies that were performed, it was found that if any level 3 detail coefficient 
reaches 500, then a lightning strike can be declared. In most cases this criterion works 
unless the lightning strike has a magnitude of 5000 amps or less. Thus, a threshold of 
500 for level 1 detail coefficients is satisfactory for declaring lightning.  
 
Figure 17. Phase A current of lightning strike at a 10 kA amplitude 
 
Figure 18. Phase A current of lightning strike at a 5 kA amplitude on linse 
42-46 seen by relay 16 of line 16-42 
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Figure 19. DWT of phase A current at Figure 17 
 
2.5.2 Features in load switching 
Another disturbance event that can be confused with faults is load switching. 
This includes: ramping up loads, ramping down loads, sudden load energization and 
sudden load rejection.  
For this purpose, we studied how the disturbance data would look like if the load 
closest to the relay is suddenly switched ON or OFF. The worst load switching event 
was found to be switching on the load at the bus closest to the relay, irrespective of the 
system under study or the line under study. For example, the worst-case high frequency 
oscillatory components detected at bus 16 of line 16–42 of Figure 11  always 
corresponded to the load switching at bus 42. Figure 20 shows the DWT decomposition 
of phase A current observed at relay 16 of line 16-42 due to switching the load at bus 42. 
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The DWT decomposition of the phase A current observed at relay 16 of the line 16-42 
due to switching the load at bus 46 is given in Figure 21. As can be seen from Figure 21, 
the detail coefficients are very small in comparison to the detail coefficients of Figure 
20. In other words, switching ON load at buses beyond bus 42 causes very little, if any, 
transient oscillations and when a noise rejection module exists, these very low amplitude 
transient components are highly likely to get rejected by the noise rejection filter as will 
be explained in chapter 4. 
Moreover, the DWT coefficients of load switching are very small compared to 
faults and lightning strikes. The detail coefficients also lie in a small band during the 
first cycle. This feature was used to detect load switching or rejection.  
 
Figure 20. Phase A current of relay 16 of line 16–42 due to switching ON 
load at bus 42 of Figure 12 
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Figure 21. Phase A current of relay 16 of line 16–46 due to switching ON 
load at bus 46 of Figure 12 
It is evident that since switching ON load causes the most severe transients, 
ramping the loads up or down will have features that are less than the ones given in 
Figure 20 and Figure 21. This has been also verified by simulations. Regarding Figure 
11, any load switching other than the load at bus 42 or 16 will not cause any high 
frequency components to appear at the currents at either end of line 42–16.  
2.5.3 Features in faults and line switching  
Aside from lightning strikes and load switching that can easily be recognized 
using the magnitude of DWT coefficients, the magnitude criterion was not sufficient to 
distinguish faults and line switching operations. For faults, this is self-evident as the fault 
resistance affects the high frequency content of the data as will be seen in [43]. 
Nevertheless, it was found that the magnitude of the oscillations due to the load 
switching lies below the ones for lightning and the ones for faults irrespective of the 
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fault resistance. Figure 22 shows the high frequency content of a fault case on line for a 
fault resistance of 100 Ω. It can be seen from the figure that the magnitude of the 
oscillations is larger than the ones in Figure 20 and Figure 21 even for a 100-Ω fault. 
Various faults and load switching operations have been created, and the relationship 
between fault-generated high frequency components and load switching high-frequency 
components was determined. 
 
Figure 22. DWT for Phase A current for a 100-Ω fault  
 
In summary, lightning strikes can be easily recognized using the magnitudes of 
the DWT coefficients as these attain extremely high values. Load switching can also be 
recognized using DWT coefficient magnitudes as these attain very low values. Line 
switching and faults cannot be easily differentiated from each other due to the overlap 
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that could occur between the magnitudes of the DWT coefficients for each of them. For 
this reason, suitable pattern recognition approaches will be evaluated to identify the best 
approach for classification.  
2.6 Sensitivity analysis of disturbance events 
In the next few sections, a study on how the high-frequency content changes with 
different loading conditions, contingency conditions and other parameters will be 
presented. This is important as we intend to design a pattern recognition approach. This 
study will help us design appropriate training, testing and validation scenarios.  
2.6.1 Changes in features as the system load changes 
One of the main issues that could be critical to the use of high-frequency 
components is the changes that could occur due to changing load throughout the day in 
the system. To investigate what could happen to the high frequency components due to 
changing load levels, the loads in the system shown in Figure 11 has been scaled to 50%, 
90%, 110% and 120%. As can be seen in Figure 23 and Figure 24, the high-frequency 
oscillating components are more or less constant for load changes from 50% to 120% of 
the system load. The apparent deviations between fault current is because of changing 
load levels, but not due to changing high frequency components. Another example is 
given in Figure 25.  
The results in this section should not come as a surprise as they are a direct 
consequence of  the compensation theorem, which is another manifestation of the 
superposition principle [74]. The compensation theorem states that the response of the 
network to a disturbance is obtained by opening all current sources, shorting all voltage 
sources and representing the disturbance as a current source. This immediately shows 
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that the generation and load levels do not have a major effect on the high frequency 
oscillations as the variables that are left unchanged in the compensation theorem are the 
transmission line parameters while the load is electrically far away from the transmission 
system.  
This is another strong point in using the high frequency components for 
classification. One can study the base case without worrying so much about changing 
load levels. This is to be contrasted with the process that the protection engineer must 
undergo to set up a distance relay where a power flow study must be done to set up load 
encroachment. In other words, the training, testing and validation scenarios need only to 
be designed under one load level and the same scenarios would be usable for other load 
levels, as long as the network does not affect the high frequency oscillations under 
various contingency conditions.  
 
Figure 23. Pre-fault and post-fault phase A fault current on a certain line at 
various load levels 
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Figure 24. Zoomed in version of the current in Figure 23 
 
 
Figure 25. Pre-fault and post-fault phase A fault current on another line at 
various load levels 
 
2.6.2 Changes in features as the system topology changes 
Another issue that arises due to the use of high frequency components is whether 
the high frequency content of the disturbance data will change due to topology changes 
and system loading. The effects of system loading have been discussed in section 2.6.1.  
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To see what happens when the topology of the system changes, various fault cases have 
been created with N-1 and N-2 contingency conditions. Figure 26 shows phase A current 
of a three-phase to ground fault at mid-point of a certain line under different N-1 
contingency conditions. As can be seen from the figure, contingency conditions have 
little or no effect on the features in the high-frequency oscillating components. Thus, by 
using those high frequency oscillating components, topology conditions can be ignored 
if the fault is internal. The same observation applies to other disturbance data as the 
high-frequency components have a strong dependence on the line being protected but 
not so much for N-1 contingency conditions.  
However, the situation is a bit different under N-2 contingency conditions. Figure 
28 and Figure 29 show phase A current of a three-phase fault on midpoint of another line 
under worst-case N-2 contingency conditions. Figure 28 shows that even though one can 
see that the mismatch is a bit worse than the case of N-1 contingency conditions, the 
mismatch can be accounted for from a practical point of view, if one allows for a 
frequency band with certain variations in its features.  This is one of the main advantages 
of using high frequency components. Even though contingency conditions that are close 
to the relay causes the most severe topology changes for the line under study, they have 
little effect on the disturbance data to a great extent.  
In other words, high frequency oscillations are a function of network topology in 
the large without much attention to N-1 and N-2 contingency conditions occurring 
around the relay. It is natural to ask whether the same observation applies to all 
transmission systems. The high frequency oscillations depend on the initial and 
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boundary conditions as explained before. The boundary conditions are expressed as the 
frequency response of the network at the line terminals [75]. If the frequency response 
does not change due to contingency conditions, then the high-frequency disturbance 
oscillations will not change due to those contingency conditions. Based on our 
experience with large networks, this is indeed the case. In fact, we have conducted a 
frequency scan of the ERCOT network contingency conditions up to N-10 in [76]. More 
than 320 scans of the ERCOT network contingency conditions up to N-10 have been 
performed, and they are attached in Figure 30. As can be seen from the figure, the 
frequency response of the ERCOT network is almost constant over a wide range of 
frequencies under highly improbable contingency conditions. This is also expected to be 
the case for large networks that are well connected.  
 
Figure 26.  Phase A current at relay 137 of line 133-137 of IEEE 300 bus 
system for a line fault due to worst-case N-1 contignency conditions  
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Figure 27. Zoomed in version of the current in Figure 26 
 
 
Figure 28. Phase A current of a fault case on line 133-137 of the IEEE 300 
bus system with no contingency and N-2 contingency conditions 
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Figure 29. Zoomed in version of the current in Figure 28 
 
 
Figure 30. Frequency response of the ERCOT network  
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2.6.3 Changes of features as the tower configuration changes  
Having shown that the high frequency oscillating components are more or less 
that same under different load conditions and topology changes, what remains is to study 
how these features change with regard to the tower configurations. For this purpose, one 
transmission line of a certain test case has been replaced by six tower configurations in 
Figure 31.  
 
Figure 31. Tower Configurations 
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After the six tower configurations were created, three fault cases with different 
fault resistances were created: 0 Ohms, 20 Ohms and 100 Ohms. The results of these 
faults are shown in Figure 32, Figure 33, Figure 34, Figure 35, Figure 36, and Figure 37. 
As shown in these figures, the high frequency oscillating components are highly 
dependent on the tower configuration. In other words, for the same fault resistance given 
in Figure 32, the oscillatory components vary greatly according to the tower 
configuration.  
The same observation applies to other disturbance events such as line switching 
and lighting strikes.  
 
Figure 32. Zero fault resistance for different tower configurations 
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Figure 33. Zoomed in version of the currents in Figure 32 
 
 
Figure 34. 20-Ohm fault resistance for different tower configurations 
 
Figure 35. Zoomed in version of the currents in Figure 34 
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Figure 36. 100-Ohm fault resistance for different tower configurations 
 
 
Figure 37. Zoomed in version of the currents in Figure 36 
 
2.7 Considerations for acceptable solution methodology 
In a typically cascading scenario that leads to distance relay misoperation, the 
currents seen at the local relay continuously increase as can be seen in Figure 38. A 
typical impedance locus during a wide-area cascading event is also shown in Figure 39. 
As can be seen from Figure 39, the impedance locus marches on steadily until it enters 
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zone 3. It should be noted that relay misoperation occurs because Point4 which 
corresponds to the final point of the impedance locus eventually settles in zone 3 and 
times out regardless of the locus that is outside zone 3. Based on the literature survey in 
chapter 1, it is impossible to use the steady state quantities observed locally by the relay 
to increase the security of the relay and prevent this type of misoperation.  
 
Figure 38. Typical current seen at a relay during a cascading event leading 
to relay misoperation. 
 
It was determined, that the best solution approach to prevent misoperation is to 
use the high-frequency oscillatory components generated by disturbances to recognize 
zone 3 faults from line overloading, or any other event that could lead the impedance to 
enter the third zone when no fault exists on the system.  
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Figure 39. Distance locus during cascading event 
 
The main argument is that since we are dealing exclusively with transmission 
systems, very few disturbance events cause high frequency oscillation components 
imposed on the fundamental current or voltage waveforms. This is to be contrasted 
against distribution systems where dozens of events occur daily and contaminate the 
fundamental waveform. In other words, transmission systems are operated in a more 
controllable manner and events in distribution systems that give rise to high frequencies 
are rarely, if ever, propagated to the transmission systems. The reason for this is that 
distribution systems are separated from bulk transmission systems by geographically 
distributed sub-transmission and sub-distribution networks which, due to their lengths, 
act as low-pass filters to the bulk transmission network. In any case, it will be shown in 
chapter 4 that a very accurate disturbance classifier can be developed. This classifier can 
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be used in conjunction with the classifiers given in chapter 3 to indicate that the 
disturbance events observed locally by the relay is outside its reach. 
The problem can be solved easily if one assumes that impedance enters zone 3 
either because of zone 3 faults or heavy loading resulting from wide-area cascading 
events. However, the problem is more complex than that. The complexity arises from the 
limited operational experience we have with respect to zone 3 misoperation.  In other 
words, ISO operation engineers do not know for sure whether heavy loading or zone 3 
faults alone cause zone 3 misoperation. It is known that power swing can also cause 
zone 3 misoperation, but it does not seem that these are the only three reasons for zone 3 
misoperation. Consider the following situation: The network is under heavy loading and 
suddenly a transmission line is dropped due to circuit breaker failure. The dropping of 
this line yields the same effect as faulting the line then opening it. The opening of this 
line causes the power flow to be redistributed across the network which results in one of 
the lines carrying a heavy load. This heavy load causes the impedance to enter zone 3, 
thereby causing misoperation. Another example is that of lightning striking a line. This 
strike causes flashover, which prompts the associated relay to trip the line to clear the 
fault. Due to this, one of the lines in the system carries heavy load which causes the 
impedance to enter zone 3, which also causes the distance relay to misoperate. As a third 
example, consider a system that is undergoing a swing oscillation after tripping a line 
due to a fault. It is well documented in [77] that the impedance can enter zone 3 and 
cause misoperation.  
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The point in the above examples is that heavy loading and relay misoperation can 
occur due to many reasons even though they have not been observed in daily operations. 
In other words, one can design several practical system-wide scenarios such that the 
distance relay misoperates eventually even though those scenarios have not been 
observed in operation. If one plans on detecting every event and scenario that occurs and 
causes misoperation, an enormous amount of combinations need to be studied. Even 
when studying these combinations, a conclusive answer may not be reached because 
power systems are always evolving.  
On the other hand, if one plans to use the high frequency components observed at 
the local relay to distinguish zone 3 faults from heavy loading conditions, then the 
disturbances that cause heavy loading must also studied. Heavy loading can occur due 
to:  
1. Sudden load increase or ramping up a load,  
2. lightning that knocks lines out of service that causes line loading to change, 
3. line dropping that causes line loading to increase and enter zone 3, and 
4. any other unknown reason 
Even though points 2 and 3 of the above list results in the same outcome, the 
transient behavior of both cases are different. As shown before in section 2.5.1, a 
lightning strike causes the current to attain extreme values, which is not the case in line 
dropping.  
As matter of fact, prevention of distance protection misoperation is a formidable 
task because of the reasons that can lead to this misoperation. For example, stable and 
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unstable power swings can cause the distance relay to see a fault when no fault exists in 
the system. Thus, the problem is totally unmanageable if the origin of heavy loading is 
investigated over a large network consisting of thousands of buses or even few hundred 
buses. However, if one realizes that the distance relay only needs to react to faults that 
are within the normal protection reach which is 220% of the line length, then the 
problem can be confined to a certain area. Distance relays provide primary protection for 
one transmission line and backup protection to circuit breakers down the line. This is 
shown in below in Figure 40.  
 
 
Figure 40. Distance protection reach of relay at Bus A 
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It should be noted that our field experience with distance protection misoperation 
is limited and our reasons for heavy loading are limited based on this lack of field 
experience. For these reasons, instead of trying to pinpoint the reasons for heavy 
loading, we focused on recognizing the faults that occur within zone 3 (or more 
generally within the reach of the relay) against all other events. In this manner, the 
solution will be general and does not depend on the reasons for heavy loading conditions 
that occur within or outside the relay reach. In this manner, a secure fault detection can 
be achieved without regard to non-fault conditions.  
For this research, the solution is about asserting that a fault occurs within relay 
reach. Once the fault is asserted or unasserted, a logic will be invoked to trip or block the 
distance relay from operation. The use of high frequency components for asserting faults 
is thus advantageous because the high frequency components are very localized in 
nature; hence, events that are electrically far away from the relay will cause low-
amplitude high-frequency transients [78] that are likely to be rejected by a denoising 
approach. Even if they pass through the denoising approach, they can still be identified 
as non-fault transients or faults that are outside the reach of the relay as will be explained 
in chapter 4.  
The central point to remember is that the relay needs to respond to faults that are 
within its zone of protection, and it must be determined which faults are within the relay 
reach. The distance protection principle is not the only way to judge this because it may 
confuse heavy loading for faults.  
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Generally, faults anywhere in the network do not always cause high frequency 
transient oscillations imposed over the three-phase currents. In other words, non-zone 3 
faults cannot always be detected locally using high-frequency current oscillations. 
However, a characteristic of relay misoperation due to heavy loading is the occurrence 
of a fault then clearing it which causes one transmission line to carry a substantially 
heavier load. Thus, programing logic to distinguish any heavy loading from any fault 
using local information available to the distance relay is an impossible task because:  
1) The relatively high current level of heavy loading could correspond to any 
fault anywhere in the network, which means that we will not be able to use the steady 
state current to tell if this is a heavy loading condition or a fault in the network. 
2) Faults anywhere in the network cannot always be detected by the local relays 
using the high frequency components because those components do not propagate very 
far away from the point of incipience.  
It should also be kept in mind that the relay misoperates because it thinks that a 
fault is within its zone 3 when in fact it is a heavy load. Thus, by ensuring that all faults 
within the reach of the distance relays have been detected, we can rule out relay 
misoperation if we also make sure that those faults have been cleared. In other words, we 
do not care so much about the heavy loading being experienced by a transmission line as 
long as all faults that occurred within the reach of the relay have been cleared. However, 
if the line sags, the line must be tripped anyway. We are justified in doing this since the 
distance relay needs to react to faults within its zone of protection (zone 1, 2 and 3) only. 
If the impedance enters zone 3 yet no fault has been detected, then the relay should not 
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be operating at all. By detecting the fault as well as clearing the fault, we will be able to 
block the distance relay from operation. However, this should only be done for faults 
within the zone of protection of the distance relay.  
Since we see heavy loading after clearing of the faults, as shown in Figure 38, it 
is mandatory to detect clearing of the fault locally to determine whether this heavy 
loading is due to a fault or a power flow shifting through the network. Clearly, this also 
makes the case for restricting the study area to the distance protection reach area only. 
By restricting the fault clearing detection area to the distance protection reach, the 
problem becomes more manageable. Thus, the elements of the solution methodology 
will be as follows: 
1. A disturbance classification module that identifies all faults regardless of their 
location. We can also call this fault the detection module, 
2. a classification module that determines whether the fault is within the relay 
protection reach, and 
3. a fault-clearing detection module that is activated once faults are cleared within 
relay protection reach. 
By detecting both the fault and its clearing, we can tell with confidence that a 
certain distance relay should not send a trip command even if the impedance falls into 
zone 3. The overall solution methodology is simplified in Figure 41.  
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Figure 41. Simplifed solution methodology 
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2.8 Summary 
As can be seen from the results in this chapter, the high frequency oscillations are 
highly dependent on the network configuration as a whole without much regard to the N-
1 and N-2 contingency conditions occurring close to the line under study. As a matter of 
fact, as the network becomes larger, contingency conditions have a lesser effect on the 
high frequency oscillations observed by the relay as shown in Figure 30. Also, the high 
frequency oscillatory components are highly dependent on the tower configuration of the 
line under study. These two properties will enable us to design the algorithm without 
regard to the contingency conditions occurring throughout the network and without 
regard to the load level that changes over the day and over the year. Notably, we have 
already determined that the only way to distinguish zone 3 disturbance events versus 
non-zone zero disturbance events is shrinking zone 3 to a 200% reach.  Thus, the 
solution methodology for fault detection must consist of two modules: 
1. A module that determines whether the disturbance event is a fault 
2. Based on the decision of the first module, another module will determine whether 
the fault is within or outside the modified relay reach.    
 
It would not have been practically possible to develop both of these components 
if the features in the high frequency disturbance data changes considerably when the 
network topology or load level changes. Only if the high frequency components stay 
within a reasonable range, can these two components be created. Otherwise, the amount 
of data that is needed to train both pattern recognition modules would be massive and 
unpractical.  
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The fault detection module is presented section 3.1. Determining whether this 
fault is within relay reach is provided in section 3.2.  In section 3.3, fault clearing 
detection is presented.  
Since the purpose of this study is to increase relay security, it is important to 
apply the proposed method to the relays that misoperate and the ones that did not 
misoperate, which will be done in chapter 4. Since measurement error always exists in 
the field, a framework for error analysis will be provided in chapter 4. 
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3. THE PROPOSED METHOD*4 
The proposed solution method consists of three stages. Each of the stages is 
explained in this chapter.  
3.1 Fault detection module 
In this section, we explain all aspects of the fault detection module.  
3.1.1 Pattern recognition approach for disturbance classification 
The only disturbance which had features that were not obviously different from 
faults is line switching. For this purpose, several pattern recognition approaches were 
used to test the best approach for classification, not only between faults and line 
switching but also between all disturbance events. By including all disturbance events in 
the pattern classification approach, the classifier will be more general. As stated in 
chapter 2, the detail coefficients represent the high frequency content of the signal in a 
compressed form. By using various transformations, different versions of the detail 
coefficients can be defined. For example, one can apply the symmetrical components 
transform to the three-phase currents and then apply the DWT to those three-phase 
currents and then do a pattern recognition approach to see how it performs. The same 
can be done using Clarke components instead of the symmetrical components. 
                                                 
*4Parts of this chapter were reprinted with permission from “A wavelet entropy approach for 
detecting lightning faults on transmission lines” by Ahmad Abdullah, 2016 IEEE/PES 
Transmission and Distribution Conference and Exposition (T&D), Pages 1–8, ©2016 IEEE, and 
from "Ultrafast Transmission Line Fault Detection Using a DWT-Based ANN" by Ahmad 
Abdullah, 2018.  IEEE Transactions on Industry Applications, Volume 54, Pages 1182-1193, 
©2018 IEEE 
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Even though load switching and lightning strikes have clear features to be 
recognized, it was determined that including these disturbance events in training the 
pattern recognition approach is more advantageous than handling them separately. The 
structure of the fault detection module is show in Figure 42. The next few sections 
provide an overview of the fault detection module. The fault detection module consists 
of two main stages: the first one is the disturbance classifier and the second one is the 
lighting fault detection module. We provide a detailed account about the pattern 
recognition approach that was found to produce the best classification accuracy in 
section 3.1.1, and then proceed to explain the lightning fault detection module in section 
3.1.3.  
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Figure 42. Stages of fault detection module 
 
3.1.1.1 K-nearest neighborhood (KNN) classifiers  
The output of the KNN  [79] is a class membership. An object is assigned to a 
membership based on the number of neighbors it has. Thus in Figure 43, the red object is 
classifier as the purple triangle if one uses a KNN classifier with K=3. If one uses KNN 
with K=5, then the red object gets classified as a blue square. 
For the following sections, the KNN is called a fine KNN if K=1, medium if 
K=10 and coarse if K=100. The main metric in KNN is the distance which is used to 
determine the proximity of the samples. Different ways exist to calculate the distance 
metric:  
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• Euclidian Distance = √∑ 𝑋𝑖
2𝑁
𝑖=1 , where 𝑋𝑖 = 𝑎𝑖 − 𝑏𝑖 
• Minkowski Distance = √∑ 𝑋𝑖
𝑚𝑁
𝑖=1
𝑚
, where m is the order of the metric which can 
be either quadratic, cubic …. etc.  
• Cosine Distance = 1 −
∑ 𝑎𝑖×𝑏𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1
√∑ 𝑎𝑖
2𝑁
𝑖=1 ×√∑ 𝑏𝑖
2𝑁
𝑖=1
  
• Inverse Distance= 
1
√∑ 𝑋𝑖
2𝑁
𝑖=1 ,
 
We found that the Euclidian metric as along with K=1 produces the best 
classification accuracy. The purpose of this classifier is to detect whether the disturbance 
is fault, lightning, line switching or any other event. We call this classifier the 
disturbance classifier.  
 
Figure 43. KNN classification 
 
3.1.2 Features used for training and testing disturbance classifier  
The features that were used to train and test the pattern classification approaches 
are presented in this section.  
The feature vector can be built using any level of the DWT as shown in Figure 
44. The feature vector will have this structure except for when the modal transformation 
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is applied, in which case, the feature vector will consist of the aerial modes only 
corresponding to half a cycle of post-event data.  
 
Figure 44. Structure of feature vector 
 
A well-established procedure is given in [68] to extract optimal or near optimal 
features. We found that when using a sampling rate of 200 kHz, the optimality condition 
in  [68] removes a considerable amount of detail coefficients from level 1 and level 2 
decompositions but not from level 3 if certain conditions are met. The conditions are that 
we apply the modal transformation [44] to a half cycle of post disturbance data to 
remove the ground mode current and obtain the two aerial mode currents. After that, we 
apply the DWT to extract level 3 detail coefficients corresponding to half a cycle of post 
disturbance data of the two aerial mode currents. Thus, a design decision was made not 
to apply the optimality condition to trade complexity for simplicity and practicality. It 
should be noted that if the CT bandwidth is 10 kHz as is the case with some bushing 
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type CTs, then level 1, corresponding to a frequency band 10 kHz to 5 kHz will be used 
instead of level 3. In other words, we found that the detail coefficients have to 
correspond to frequencies of at least 5 kHz for accurate classification.  
3.1.3 Detection of lightning faults 
It not enough to detect lightning, since in many instances, lightning will evolve to 
fault [80]. In this section, we provide a way to detect lightning faults [81]. Many 
publications have dealt with the process of a lightning strike evolving to a fault [82], 
[83] (mainly as a flashover of insulators) or even a back flashover [84]. The process is 
summarized with simplifications as follows: 
• A lightning strike either hits the phase or ground wire 
• The voltage of the insulator rises rapidly with respect to ground due to that strike.  
• A statistical time lag (in the range of microseconds) passes before the voltage 
peak of the insulator attains the high voltage peak of the strike. This basically 
means that the peak of the insulator voltage lags behind the peak of the lightning 
strike.  
• In any case, this time lag is small and when the voltage reaches a certain value, a 
flashover occurs, which manifests itself as an arc from the insulator on the tower 
to ground or an arc between the phases.  
It should be apparent from the evolution process of lightning faults described 
above that the fundamental frequency current increase in magnitude as the fault occurs. 
However, the magnitude of the fundamental frequency does not increase if the lightning 
strike does not evolve to a fault. It does not matter whether the arc is initiated from the 
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insulator to ground, conductor to ground or conductor to conductor. An arc will be 
initiated, and this causes the fundamental current to increase in magnitude. It should be 
clear as well that a fault following a lightning strike will occur within microseconds 
from the strike. This is because the statistical time lag and the traveling wave 
propagation time are very small.  
So, if we take a window of one half of a cycle starting from the moment of the 
lightning strike, a fault should be seen within such a window.  
The essence of the detection method is that when a lightning strike evolves to a 
fault, the 60 Hz current magnitude is increased, but when the strike does not evolve to a 
fault, the fundamental frequency does not change. Calculating the area of the squared 
value of a derived signal from the fundamental current and comparing it against a 
predetermined threshold should indicate whether a fault occurred or not. 
A lighting strike could evolve to either an LG or LLG or a three-phase fault. In 
any case the need arises to determine which phase is faulted to apply our window to the 
phase faulted. Instead, we apply 0-α-β transformation [66] (Clarke transformation) to the 
three-phase currents and use the α-component (which is an aerial mode current) as the 
current that needs to be analyzed. This way, we need to analyze one current not three 
currents, which boosts relay speed if used in real time applications. We then apply a 
window of one half of a cycle to the α-component starting from the moment of the 
lightning strike. A detailed discussion on why the α-component is suitable for our 
analysis is given in [85]. The most important reason is that the α-component always has 
a higher amplitude than the phase current. Such a property makes the selection of the 
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threshold easier as it increases the area under study. We then normalize the α-component 
using the pre-lightning current fundamental peak value. Doing this, the pre-lightning 
peak current value will equal to unity. 
DWT is then applied to the α-component to retrieve the approximation 5. This is 
done mainly to get rid of the noise imposed on the signal as much as possible. When a 
lightning strikes a line, oscillations will be imposed on the fundamental frequency. 
Applying DWT until we reach approximation 5 will eliminate this noise as shown in 
Figure 45. 
Afterwards, we calculate the integral of the squared normalized α-component 
which corresponds to the energy by summing up the squared coefficients of the 
approximation 5. Since the current is assumed a sine wave, this integral should not 
increase beyond π/2 if there is no fault. If the strike evolves to a fault, then this integral 
will exceed π/2. The threshold should then be taken to equal π/2. In reality, the threshold 
will be slightly higher than this because approximation 5 will have more noise due to the 
lightning oscillations as shown in Figure 45.   
It should be noted that the essential feature in the method above is that the once 
the lightning strike evolves to a fault, the fundamental current increases. If this condition 
does not occur, then the method fails, and it will be very difficult to detect that type of 
fault. It is worth mentioning that such a condition will not occur if the available short 
circuit MVA at the transmission line is low, which corresponds to a weak grid or when 
the lightning evolves to very high resistance fault. An example of a lightning strike that 
evolved to a fault in a weak grid system is shown in Figure 46. As can be seen from the 
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figure, the fundamental current does not increase in an appreciable manner making it 
difficult to judge whether the lighting actually evolved to a fault or not. These 
difficulties will not arise if we used double-ended methods.  
 
Figure 45. Phase current of a certain lighting fault (upper plot) and 
approximation 5 of the same current (lower plot) 
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Figure 46. Lightning evolving fault when short circuit level is low  
 
3.1.4 Training Scenarios  
In this section, we describe the training scenarios that were used to train the 
classifiers. 
3.1.4.1 Fault cases 
Fault cases were created in batches, i.e., a batch for each line. Each batch has 
fault parameters, which are: incipient angle, fault resistance, fault location and fault type. 
All fault types have been created, i.e., AG, BG, CG, AB, BC, CA, ABG, CBG, ACG, 
ABC, ABCG. Incipient angles are from 0 to 350 degrees in 10-degree increments. Fault 
resistance assumes the values: 0, 100 Ω and 1000 Ω. The distance takes the following 
values: 5%, 15%, 35%, 50%, 65%, 80% and 95% which are all percentages of total line 
length. Based on the results that have been provided in [43], [86], not all cases have been 
used in training. Only the extreme cases corresponding to the highest and lowest DWT 
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coefficients have been used in training and validation of the pattern classification 
approaches.  
3.1.4.2 Line Switching Cases 
For line switching cases, a batch for each line was created. Each batch consists of 
smaller batches; each of the smaller batches corresponds to switching by one of the 
circuits breakers at each terminal. For example, a line connecting bus 37 and bus 58 
would have a smaller batch for switching using the breaker installed on terminal 37 and 
another smaller batch for switching using the breaker on terminal 58. The variable in 
switching cases is the moment of switching. Switching times range from 0 to 360 
degrees in 2-degree increments. This way 360 cases per batch were created. Again, only 
the cases corresponding to the extreme wavelet amplitudes were used in training and 
validation.  
3.1.4.3 Lightning cases  
For lightning strike cases, a batch of each line was again created. A Heidler type 
lightning source [69] with rising time equal to 4 μs and a τ equal to 10 μs has been used. 
The rising and tailing times were kept constant during simulations but amplitudes were 
varied, which were set to 5 kA, 10 kA, 15 kA, 20 kA and 30 kA. Striking distances were 
the same as the ones used for fault batches: 5%, 15%, 35%, 50%, 65%, 80% and 95%, 
which are all percentages of total line length. The incipient angle was 0, 90,180, 270 and 
330 degrees. Again, only the cases corresponding to the extreme amplitudes were used 
in training and validation. 
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3.1.4.4 Load Switching cases 
All loads in the area under study were switched ON or OFF at different incipient 
angles of 10, 90, 180, 270 and 330 degrees. Only the cases corresponding to the extreme 
cases were used in training and validation. 
3.1.4.5 Bus fault cases 
Bus faults were also created [87]. If a line connected buses 34 and 37, the faults 
that occurred at bus 34 and 37 were included in training in addition to the cases 
mentioned in sections 3.1.4.1, 3.1.4.2, 3.1.4.3, and 3.1.4.4. 
All types of faults were created, i.e., AG, BG, CG, AB, BC, CA, ABG, CBG, 
ACG, ABC, ABCG. Incipient angles were from 0 to 350 degrees in 10-degree 
increments. Fault resistance assumed the values: 0, 50, 100 Ω and 1000 Ω.  
In the following sections, we provide the classification results for both the 
disturbance classification module and the module for determining whether the fault is 
within or outside the reach of the distance relay. 
3.1.5 Training the disturbance classifier 
What remains to be discussed is whether we used all disturbance data from all 
over the network to train the pattern recognition approaches for each relay. For the 
disturbance classification module, certain criteria were used to select which disturbance 
events should be used to train the pattern recognition approach for each distance relay. 
The criterion was to select the disturbance events that belong to the lines within 300% of 
the line reach in the forward direction. This has been done to guard against false alarms. 
It was found that the disturbance events occurring in the network do not propagate 
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everywhere in the network unless they are electrically close enough to some distance 
relays. This will be explained in chapter 4. In that section, the faults that occur 
electrically far away from the distance relay did not cause any noticeable high frequency 
components. If we include those in training and label them as faults, when they have no 
high frequency components, we risk producing wrong classification results as the faults 
and non-fault disturbances will not be classified correctly. Using this simple trick, we 
can classify disturbance events that occur near the distance relay leaving the issue of 
determining whether the event is inside the protection reach or not to section 3.2. The 
validity of this procedure will be tested in chapter 4 where we applied the methodology 
at each single distance relay at the network during wide-area cascading events and 
detected what relays responded to the faults and whether each relay was supposed to 
respond to these faults or not. 
3.2 Determining whether a fault is inside or outside relay reach 
Once the event is determined to be a fault based on the results provided in 
chapter 3.1, the next step involves deciding whether the fault is inside or outside the 
modified reach of the distance relay. The modified reach is 200% as explained in section 
2.4.  
The success of the proposed method will depend on determining whether the 
fault is inside or outside the relay reach since detecting whether the disturbance was a 
fault is not sufficient to eliminate distance relay misoperation. It is this step of detecting 
whether the fault has occurred within zone 3 (the relay reach) and the clearing of the 
zone 3 fault that makes the proposed method viable. In this section, we will discuss how 
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to determine if the fault is within the relay reach or, in other words, whether the fault is a 
zone 3 fault.   
3.2.1 Path and reach classifiers  
It should be kept in mind that determining whether a fault is within the reach of 
relay or outside the reach of the relay is only activated after a fault has been detected. In 
other words, if a non-fault disturbance has been detected by the module given in Figure 
42, no action will be taken.  
Before stating how to determine that the fault is inside or outside the relay reach, 
a new term has to be introduced. This term is called a “current path.” A current path is 
the path in the forward direction of a specific distance relay that allows the current to 
flow, leaving the line of that distance relay. This can be better visualized by referring to 
Figure 47. The current that is passing through line A-B, can take multiple paths once it 
arrives at bus B. Thus, three current paths exist in the figure: current path 1, current path 
2 and current path 3. Current path 1 is line B-C and all lines connected to it beyond bus 
C, current path 2 is line B-E and all lines connected to it beyond bus E, and finally, 
current path 3 is line B-D and all lines connected to it beyond bus D. 
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Figure 47. Current paths of relay at bus A of line A-B 
 
For determining whether the fault is within the reach of the relay, there will be 
two pattern recognition approaches. The first one is called the path classifier which 
determines whether the fault is a zone 1 fault (belonging to line A-B in Figure 47), or 
which current path the fault belongs to. The second one is called the reach classifier and 
it will determine whether this fault belongs to the first line of the current path or not. 
There will be a reach classifier for each current path. For example, if the disturbance 
classifier detects a fault at relay A of line A-B of Figure 47, then the path classifier will 
determine which current path the fault corresponds to or even if the fault is on line A-B. 
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Let’s say that the fault was on current path 1. Then the reach classifier of current path 1 
will determine whether this fault belongs to line B-C or not. If it was found that the fault 
indeed is in line B-C, then this is a zone 3 fault, and we need to react only if the fault has 
not been cleared.  This issue will be treated in section 3.3.  
3.2.2 Feature vector and training scenarios 
Now, we need to revisit what has been stated about the training scenarios in 
section 3.1.5. It was stated that the disturbances that are used to train the pattern 
recognition approach are created to be within 300% of the relay reach in the forward 
direction. This was done since the distance relay is only supposed to react to faults in the 
forward direction as faults in the reverse direction will not fall in the MHO 
characteristics and thus, no risk exists for misoperation. Additionally, using events that 
are within 300% of the relay reach guard against possible misclassification when the 
events do not cause strong enough high frequency oscillations to be seen by the relay or 
differentiated by the relay. In this section, we still use the faults that are created within 
300% of the relay reach to train the path and reach classifiers. It could be asked how the 
pattern recognition approach will determine whether a fault occurred beyond the 300% 
reach. The answer is that we will, one more time, depend on the generalization capability 
of the pattern recognition approach to eliminate these faults that occurred beyond the 
300% reach. For example, if a fault occurred at 425% of the relay reach, then first of all 
we are not sure that the disturbance classifier in section 3.1 will classify this as a fault 
since it is electrically far away from the relay, and it is highly likely that the event will 
be classified as non-fault because the DWT coefficients will be very small, which will 
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likely to cause the event to be mistaken as a non-fault disturbance. Even if the event is 
classified as a fault, the path classifier in this section may or may not be able to tell for 
sure which current path the fault belongs to. However, the reach classifier in this section 
should be able to tell whether it is within the 200% relay reach or not, i.e., we must 
depend on the generalization capability of the path and reach classifiers to eliminate 
faults that were not included in training of both classifiers. We can only make sure that 
this is feasible by examining the performance for the disturbance, path, and reach 
classifiers during wide-area cascading events which is explained in chapter 4.  
It is clear from the description above that we have to select the features for 
training both classifiers in a manner that makes these two classifiers have the best 
generalization capability specifically for the faults that occur beyond 300% of the relay 
reach. 
The features that were used to train and test the two classifiers in this section 
were designed in such a way that the classifiers have good generalization capabilities. 
The feature vector will be the same as the one given in section 3.1.2 which is a level 3 
detail coefficient. The feature vector must have the frequency content of at least one half 
of a cycle of post-fault information. The feature vector is built using the two aerial 
modes.  
3.3 Detection of fault clearing 
The last component in this methodology is the detection of fault clearing. 
Numerous fault studies have been performed. The main characteristic of fault clearing is 
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the reduction of phase currents to values close to pre-fault values. This is shown in 
Figure 48.  
 
Figure 48. Pre-fault, fault and post-fault currents of a certain fault case 
  
As can be seen from Figure 48, the main characteristic when it comes to fault 
clearing is that the phase current goes back to normal pre-fault levels. In this work, we 
determined that the fault has been cleared only if the fundamental current magnitude is 
reduced by more than 25% within 10 cycles after the reach classifier confirms that the 
fault is within zone 3. Most high voltage CBs clear the faults within six cycles, so a 10-
cycle fault clearing time is a conservative measure to prevent confusing this reduction 
with fundamental current reduction due to system devices (regulators, exciters, tap 
changers, etc.). The only drawback in the way we detect remote circuit breaker operation 
is that it is not applicable to buses where the short circuit level is so low, the fault current 
will not increase dramatically.   
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3.4 Overall solution methodology  
Any relay needs only to respond to faults that are within its protection reach. 
Thus, when all faults within the reach of the distance relays have been detected, we can 
rule out distance protection misoperation if we also make sure that those faults have 
been cleared. The use of high-frequency current oscillations (HFCOs) for asserting this 
condition is thus advantageous because the HFCOs are very localized in nature and 
events that are electrically far away from the relay will cause low-amplitude high-
frequency transients that are likely to be classified as non-fault as will be shown in 
chapter 4. 
The solution proposed in this dissertation has two main units: 1) the first unit, 
which detects all faults within the relay reach, and 2) the second unit, which detects fault 
clearing once the fault has been confirmed to be within the relay reach by the first unit.  
In our investigations, we found that the first unit must have two modules: 1) a 
fault detection module that detects all disturbance-generated HFCOs and classifies them 
as fault or non-fault conditions, and 2) once the first module asserts that the disturbance 
is a fault, a second module will further take this fault and determine whether the fault is 
within the protection reach of the relay. Since we are using HFCOs to judge the 
occurrence of the fault in the network, we will have to study not only the fault HFCOs, 
but also HFCOs produced by all the other disturbance events. The first module was 
described as a disturbance classifier as explained in chapter 3.1. The second module will 
consist of two sub-modules as described in chapter 3.2. 
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One important aspect of the solution will be determining whether the fault is 
within the relay reach or outside that reach using the HFCOs. For this reason, the relay 
reach has to be changed such that a clear distinction can be made between the 
disturbances that are within the relay reach and the ones that are outside the relay reach. 
In this work, we propose that the zone 3 reach be reduced to 200% instead of 220%, i.e., 
we disabled remote backup protection provided by relay A of line A-B for the remote 
CBs of the lines emanating away from buses C, D and E as shown in cyan in Figure 47. 
Disabling this backup protection does not mean that those CBs are without backup as 
they are still backed up by the relays on the lines emanating away from bus B. We 
mentioned that this reduction should cause no problem unless, for example, the circuit 
breakers at bus A and B fail simultaneously, which is a rarity 
Additionally, the proposed method in this work will never be put into operation 
unless the impedance enters one of the zones of distance protection to ensure maximum 
relay security. Lastly, based on the impedance jumps out of zone 3, the method will be 
deactivated immediately. The overall solution methodology is given in Figure 49. 
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Figure 49. Overall solution methodology 
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3.5 Summary 
In this chapter, we discussed the features used to train the disturbance, path and 
reach classifiers which constituted the first and second stages of the proposed 
methodology. We showed how the three classifiers work in harmony to determine that 
the fault is within the zone 3 reach of the relay. We overviewed the structure of the 
classifiers and their operation. We mentioned that lighting faults cause the disturbance 
classifier to fail, and we proposed a separate module that detects lightning faults. We 
presented the training scenarios used to train all classifiers.  
Also, we presented the last stage on how to detect fault clearing and circuit 
breaker openings.  
Finally, we showed how to piece together all three stages to construct the overall 
solution methodology.  
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4. CASE STUDIES AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
In this chapter, we provide a couple of cascading scenarios that resulted in one 
distance relay misoperation as case studies. The proposed methodology was applied to 
each single distance relay in the simulated test systems, and it will be shown that the 
proposed method successfully blocks the affected relays from misoperation. We show 
the performance of certain relays under standard testing conditions. Lastly, we perform 
validation for the various classifiers proposed.  
4.1 Creation of cascading scenarios and system model  
In this chapter, two cascading scenarios are introduced. One cascading scenario 
is simulated in the IUTC 146 bus system [88], while the other one is simulated in the 
IEEE 300 bus system [89]. The cascading scenarios were created based on an automated 
program under certain load and generation conditions. First, the program would create 
all distance protection settings for all transmission lines in the network. Second, the 
program faults one transmission line and then takes it out of service by opening the two 
circuit breakers at each end. After clearing the fault, all distance relays in the network 
are checked to see if any of them misoperates. If no relay misoperates, the program 
continues by 1) adjusting the power flow in the network by redispatching the generation 
and letting system devices operate (regulators, tap changers, etc.) and 2) then by faulting 
another line and taking that line out of service and checking if any distance relay 
misoperates. This process continues till at least one zone 3 impedance element 
misoperates. The process is also restarted by starting from a different transmission line. 
By doing that, the program enumerates all possible combinations of successive faults 
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and successive transmission line outage operations that can lead to zone 3 distance 
protection misoperation. The sequence of faults and transmission line outage is called a 
cascading scenario.  After that, the loads and generation levels are scaled by a certain 
percentage, the case is redispatched and the above process is restarted to create different 
cascading scenarios under new load and generation levels. This way, numerous 
cascading scenarios for each case and under different load and generation levels were 
created and studied. This process is summarized in Figure 50.  
Before presenting the cascading scenarios, the measures that were taken to make 
the simulations realistic are:  
1. Current transformer (CT) models [55] and capacitive transformer models (CVT) 
are included [90]  
2. Tower configurations are taken into consideration. The tower configurations are 
taken from [91].  
3. Power transformers are modeled according to [92] 
4. Synchronous machines are modeled according to [93] 
5. Standard Library PSCAD distance element was used. The proposed classifiers 
were modeled as well for each distance relay in the system.  
6. Surge arresters were also modeled according to [94] 
Hundreds of cascading scenarios were created in this way, but only two scenarios 
are presented in this chapter.  
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Figure 50. Algorithm for creating cascading scenarios 
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4.2 Cascading scenario in IEEE 300 bus system  
The cascading scenario that has been created in the IEEE 300 bus system is 
shown in Figure 53.  The cascading scenario proceeds as follows: 
• A fault on line 7-131 is created and then cleared by opening the circuit breakers at 
both end within 5 cycles 
• A fault on line 19-3 is created and then cleared by opening the circuit breakers at 
both ends within 5 cycles 
• Another fault on line 176-173 is created and then cleared by opening the circuit 
breakers at both end within 5 cycles 
• A fault on line 43-44 is created and then cleared by opening the circuit breakers at 
both end within 5 cycles 
Due to the opening of these lines, the power flow is redistributed around the 
network and the line 52-55 is loaded at 123 % of its line rating. Due to that, the 
impedance seen by the relay at bus 52 enters zone 3 and the relay misoperates.  The 
phase A current seen by the relay at bus 55 of line 52-55 is given in Figure 51. As can be 
seen from the Figure 51, the current seen by the relay continuously increases until 
misoperation occurs. The impedance seen by that relay is given in Figure 52. As can be 
seen from the Figure 52, the impedance trajectory marches until it enters zone 3 and 
settles there, causing the relay to misoperate.  
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Figure 51. Current of Phase A seen by the relay at bus 52 of line 52-55 
during the IEEE 300 cascading scenario under different power levels 
 
 
Figure 52. Positive sequence impedance seen by relay at bus 52 of line 52-55 
during IEEE 300 cascading scenario  
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4.2.1 Response of the distance relays during cascading scenario  
In this section, we show how all distance relays respond after modifying the 
distance protection functionality using our proposed methodology. Any relay that is not 
colored in the figures in this section means that it did not see a fault and did not operate. 
We relax the requirement of having the impedance falling within the zone 3 circle to 
activate the methodology. Instead, we activate the disturbance classifier once the fault is 
detected in the forward direction to test the effectiveness of the classifier throughout the 
network.  
The first event of the scenario is the fault on line 7-131. The response of the 
solution methodology to the first event is shown Figure 54. As can be seen from the 
figure, the fault has been detected by all distance relays marked by the blue and green 
squares. The blue squares denote relays that recognized the fault, and these are the only 
relays that are supposed to respond to the fault. Green squares are the relays that saw the 
event and they are not supposed to respond to the fault because their impedance falls 
outside the zone 3 circle.  
We continue the scenario and apply the path classifiers to all the marked relays. 
For all the relays marked in color (whether green or blue), the path classifiers 
successfully identify the current path. When it comes to the reach classifiers, the reach 
classifiers for the blue relays correctly identify the fault within zone 3 while the reach 
classifiers for the green relays correctly identify the fault outside zone 3. Once the fault 
has been cleared by the circuit breakers at the line terminals, all blue relays in the figure 
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identifies fault clearing because the fundamental current is highly reduced after fault 
clearing.  
 
Figure 53. Cascading scenario in IEEE 300 bus system 
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The second event of the scenario is the fault on line 3-19. The response of the 
solution methodology to the first event is shown Figure 55, where the fault is detected by 
all distance relays that have line 3-19 in their zone 3 reach denoted by blue squares as 
well as some green relays that are electrically close to the fault but do not have that relay 
in their zone 3 reach. In other words, when the fault is in the forward direction the results 
of the disturbance classifier is given by the blue and green squares. The blue squares 
denote relays that recognized the fault, and these are the only relays that are supposed to 
respond to the fault. The green squares denote the relays that recognized the fault, but 
these are relays that are not supposed to respond to the fault since the fault is outside its 
protection zone. The recognition of the fault by the green relays should not come as a 
surprise since the disturbance classifier of those relays has been trained with faults that 
are within 300%.  
At this step, it is worth mentioning that the green relay 85 of line 85-86 has 
seen the event as a fault even though the fault is beyond the 300% line reach. In 
other words, the disturbance classifier was able to generalize and see this event as a 
fault even though we have not trained that classifier with the faults on line 3-19. If 
we applied the methodology given in the section 3.4, then green squares would not exist 
since the fault impedance does not fall within their zone 3 (which reaches to 200%).  
We continue the scenario and apply the path classifiers even for relay 85 of line 
85-86 to all the blue and green relays. For all relays, the path classifiers successfully 
identify the current path. When it comes to the reach classifier, the reach classifiers of all 
green relays even for relay 85 of line 85-86 saw this fault as a fault outside the 200% 
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protection reach which means that they will not pick-up which is denoted by the orange 
circle in the figure. Notably, the path classifier of relay 85 of line 85-86 was able to 
determine correctly the current path even though it had not been trained using any 
fault on line 3-19, which shows that the reach classifier generalization capability is 
doing what it is supposed to do. It is also noteworthy that the reach classifier of 
relay 85 of line 85-86 was able to determine that the fault is beyond its reach even 
though it was not trained using any fault on line 3-19, which shows that the reach 
classifier generalization capability is doing what it is supposed to do.  
On the other hand, the reach classifier for the blue relays correctly identifies the 
fault within zone 3. At this step, the green relays have stopped working and the blue 
relays are still trying to detect if the fault has been cleared. Finally, once the fault is 
cleared, all blue relays in the figure identify fault clearing because the fundamental 
current is highly reduced after fault clearing. The results of this step clearly show that 
limiting the training of the disturbance, path and reach classifiers to events within 300% 
of line length was advantageous in this situation as it limited the number of relays that 
saw the fault. They also show that the disturbance, path, and reach classifiers were 
able to generalize to faults that were not included in the training.  
The third event of the scenario is the fault on line 176-173. The response of the 
solution methodology to the third event is shown Figure 56. As can be seen from the 
figure, the fault has been detected by all distance relays that have line 176-173 in their 
zone 3 reach denoted by blue squares as well as some green relays that are electrically 
close to the fault but do not have that relay in their zone 3 reach. In other words, when 
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the fault is in the forward direction, the results of the disturbance classifier are given by 
the blue and green squares. The blue squares denote relays that recognized the fault, and 
these are the only relays that are supposed to respond to the fault. The green squares 
denote the relays that recognized the fault, but these are relays that are not supposed to 
respond to the fault since the fault is outside its protection zone.  
The recognition of the fault by the green relays should not come as a surprise 
since the disturbance classifier of those relays has been trained with faults that are within 
300% of line length. If we applied the methodology given in section 3.4, then green 
squares would not exist since the fault impedance does not fall within their zone 3 
(which reaches 200%). We continue the scenario and apply the path classifiers to all the 
blue and green relays. For all the relays, the path classifiers successfully identify the 
current path.  
When it comes to the reach classifier, the reach classifiers of all green relays see 
this fault as a fault outside the 200% protection reach which means they will not pick-up, 
which is denoted by the orange circles in Figure 56. On the other hand, the reach 
classifier for the blue relays correctly identifies the fault within zone 3. At this step, the 
green relays have stopped working and the blue relays are still trying to detect whether 
the fault has been cleared. Finally, once the fault is cleared, all blue relays in the figure 
identify the fault clearing because the fundamental current is highly reduced after fault 
clearing.  
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The results of this step clearly show that limiting the training of the disturbance, 
path and reach classifiers to events within 300% of line length was advantageous in this 
situation as it limited the number of relays that saw the fault.   
The fourth event of the scenario is the fault on line 43-44. The response of the 
solution methodology to the first event is shown in Figure 57. As can be seen from the 
figure, the fault has been detected by all distance relays that have line 43-44 in its zone 3 
reach denoted by blue squares as well as some green relays that are electrically close to 
the fault but do not have that relay in its zone 3 reach. In other words, when the fault is 
in the forward direction, the results of the disturbance classifier is given by the blue and 
green squares. The blue squares denote relays that recognize the fault, and these are the 
only relays that are supposed to respond to the fault. The green squares denote the relays 
that recognized the fault, but these are relays that are not supposed to respond to the fault 
since the fault is outside its protection zone. The recognition of the fault by the green 
relays should not come as a surprise since the disturbance classifier of those relays has 
been trained with faults that are within 300% of the line length. Notably, the fault has 
been recognized by relay 52 of line 52-55. It is also noted that that fault would be 
outside the zone 3 reach even if the zone 3 reach was maintained at 220% of the line 
length. If we applied the methodology given in section 3.4, then green squares would 
not exist since the fault impedance does not fall within their zone 3 (which reaches 
200%).  
We continue the scenario and apply the path classifiers to all the blue and green 
relays. For all the relays, the path classifiers successfully identify the current path. When 
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it comes to the reach classifier, the reach classifiers of all green relays see this fault as a 
fault outside the 200% protection reach which means that they will not pick-up which is 
denoted by orange circle in the figure. On the other hand, the reach classifier for the blue 
relays correctly identify the fault within zone 3. At this step, the green relays have 
stopped working and the blue relays are still trying to detect whether the fault has been 
cleared. Once the fault has been cleared, all blue relays in the figure identify fault 
clearing because the fundamental current is highly reduced after fault clearing. It should 
be emphasized that even though the disturbance classifier of relay 52 of line 52-55 
did see the event as a fault, the reach classifier was successful in determining that 
the fault was outside zone 3 sending a blocking command to the relay, which 
signifies the success of the solution methodology to prevent the protection 
misoperation.   
After fault clearing, the impedance seen by relay 52/52-55 starts to enter zone 3 
slowly due to power flow adjustments of the network. However, the disturbance 
classifier of 52/52-55 identified this disturbance as non-fault, as it was fault clearing, and 
the proposed method blocks relay operation. Thus, misoperation was avoided and system 
was saved from collapse. 
The results of this scenario show that limiting the training of the disturbance, 
path and reach classifiers to events within 300% of line length was advantageous in this 
situation as it limited the number of relays that saw the fault. Some relays outside the 
300% training threshold (as mentioned in section 3.1.5) saw some faults but the 
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path and reach classifiers were able to block those relays due to their generalization 
capability which shows that the security of the relays has been improved.   
The overall results in this section confirms that the classifiers can indeed be 
trained using events occurring within 300%. Also, the features seen by the relay 
have a very strong correlation with the system topology as a whole without regard 
to the few contingencies that occurred in the network before the first misoperation 
occurred (the reader is reminded that classifier training was done under base case 
topology without regard to any contingency). These two observations make the 
proposed methodology attractive from a practical point of view.   
4.3 Cascading scenario in the IUTC 146 bus system 
The first cascading scenario that has been created in the IUTC 146 bus system 
[88] is shown in Figure 60.  The cascading scenario proceeds as follows: 
• A fault on line 39-49 is created and then cleared by opening the circuit breakers at 
both ends within five cycles 
• Another fault on line 37-50 is created and then cleared by opening the circuit 
breakers at both end within five cycles 
• Another fault on line 69-71 is created and then cleared by opening the circuit 
breakers at both end within five cycles 
Due to the opening of these lines, the power flow is redistributed around the 
network and the line 30-33 was loaded at 115 % of its line rating. Due to that, the 
impedance seen by the relay at bus 30 entered zone 3 and the relay misoperated. Phase A 
current seen by the relay at bus 30 of line 30-33 is shown in Figure 58. The current is 
seen to increase until misoperation. The impedance seen by that relay is shown in Figure 
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59. The trend of the impedance trajectory is also seen to approach zone 3 until it settles 
indefinitely there causing misoperation.  
 
Figure 54. Application of solution methodology to first event of the IEEE 
300 bus cascading scenario 
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Figure 55. Application of the solution methodology to the second event of the 
IEEE 300 bus cascading scenario 
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Figure 56. Application of the solution methodology to the third event of the 
IEEE 300 bus cascading scenario 
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Figure 57. Application of solution methodology to fourth event of the 
IEEE 300 bus cascading scenario 
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Figure 58. Current of Phase A seen by the relay at bus 30 of line 30-33 
during  the IUTC 146 cascading event 
 
 
Figure 59. Positive sequence impedance seen by relay at bus 30 of line 30-33 
during IUTC 146 cascading scenario under different power levels 
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Figure 60. First cascading scenario at the IUTC 146 bus system 
 
4.3.1 Response of the distance relays during cascading scenario  
The first event of the scenario is the fault on line 39-49. The response of the 
distance protection functionality after the addition of the proposed methodology is 
shown Figure 61 for the first event. As can be seen from the figure, the fault is detected 
by all distance relays that have line 39-49 in its zone 3 reach denoted by blue squares as 
well as some green relays that are electrically close to the fault but do not have that relay 
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in its zone 3 reach. In other words, when the fault is in the forward direction, the results 
of the disturbance classifier is given by the blue and green squares. The blue squares 
denote relays that recognized the fault, and these are the only relays that are supposed to 
respond to the fault. The green squares denote the relays that recognized the fault, but 
these are relays that are not supposed to respond to the fault since the fault is outside its 
protection zone. The recognition of the fault by the green relays should not come as a 
surprise since the disturbance classifier of those relays has been trained with faults that 
are within 300% of the line length. If we applied the methodology given in section 3.4, 
then the green squares would not exist since the fault impedance does not fall within 
their zone 3 (which reaches to 200%). We continue the scenario and apply the path 
classifiers to all the blue and green relays. For all the relays, the path classifiers 
successfully identify the current path. When it comes to the reach classifier, the reach 
classifiers of all green relays see this fault as a fault outside the 200% protection reach, 
which means that they will not pick up which is denoted by the orange circle in Figure 
56. On the other hand, the reach classifier for the blue relays correctly identify the fault 
within zone 3. At this step, the green relays have stopped working, and the blue relays 
are still trying to detect whether the fault has been cleared. Finally, once the fault is 
cleared, all the blue relays in the figure identify the fault clearing because the 
fundamental current is highly reduced after fault clearing. The results of this step clearly 
show that limiting the training of the disturbance, path, and reach classifiers to events 
within 300% of line length was advantageous in this situation as it limited the number of 
relays that saw the fault.  
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The second event of the scenario is the fault on line 37-50. The response of the 
solution methodology to the first event is shown Figure 62. As can be seen from the 
figure, the fault has been detected by all distance relays that have line 37-50 in its zone 3 
reach denoted by blue squares as well as by some green relays that are electrically close 
to the fault but do not have that relay in its zone 3 reach. In other words, when the fault 
is in the forward direction, the results of the disturbance classifier are given by the blue 
and green squares. The blue squares denote relays that recognized the fault, and these are 
the only relays that are supposed to respond to the fault. The green squares also denote 
the relays that recognized the fault, but these are relays that are not supposed to respond 
to the fault since the fault is outside its protection zone. The recognition of the fault by 
the green relays should not come as a surprise since the disturbance classifier of those 
relays has been trained with faults that are within 300% of the line length. If we applied 
the methodology given in section 3.4, then the green squares would not exist since the 
fault impedance does not fall within their zone 3 (which reaches 200%).  
We continue the scenario and apply the path classifiers to all the blue and green 
relays. For all the relays, the path classifiers successfully identify the current path. When 
it comes to the reach classifier, the reach classifiers of all green relays see this fault as a 
fault outside the 200% protection reach which means that they will not pick-up, which is 
denoted by the orange circles in Figure 56. On the other hand, the reach classifier for the 
blue relays correctly identifies the fault within zone 3. At this step, the green relays have 
stopped working and the blue relays are still trying to detect whether the fault has been 
cleared. Finally, once the fault is cleared, all blue relays in the figure identify fault 
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clearing because the fundamental current is highly reduced after fault clearing. Again, 
the results of this step clearly show that limiting the training of the disturbance, path, and 
reach classifiers to events within 300% of line length was advantageous in this situation 
as it limited the number of relays that saw the fault.  
The third event of the scenario is the fault on line 69-71. The response of the 
solution methodology to the first event is shown in Figure 63. As can be seen from the 
figure, the fault has been detected by all distance relays that have line 69-71 in its zone 3 
reach denoted by blue squares as well as some green relays that are electrically close to 
the fault but do not have that relay in its zone 3 reach—in other words—when the fault is 
in the forward direction, the results of the disturbance classifier is given by the blue and 
green squares. The blue squares denote relays that recognized the fault and these are the 
only relays that are supposed to respond to the fault. The green squares denote the relays 
that recognized the fault, but these are relays that are not supposed to respond to the fault 
since the fault is outside its protection zone. The recognition of the fault by the green 
relays should not come as a surprise since the disturbance classifier of those relays has 
been trained with faults that are within 300% of the line length. If we applied the 
methodology given in section 3.4, then green squares would not exist since the fault 
impedance does not fall within their zone 3 (which reaches 200%).  
We continue the scenario and apply the path classifiers to all the blue and green 
relays. For all the relays, the path classifiers successfully identify the current path. When 
it comes to the reach classifier, the reach classifiers of all green relays see this fault as a 
fault outside the 200% protection reach, which means that they will not pick-up which is 
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denoted by the orange circles in the figure. On the other hand, the reach classifier for the 
blue relays correctly identifies the fault within zone 3. At this step, the green relays have 
stopped working, and the blue relays are still trying to detect whether the fault has been 
cleared. Once the fault has been cleared, all blue relays in the figure identify fault 
clearing because the fundamental current is highly reduced after fault clearing. It should 
be emphasized that the disturbance classifier of relay 30 of line 30-33 did not see 
the event as a fault either in fault inception or clearing thus blocking relay 
operation even though the impedance falls in its zone 3 after fault clearing which 
signifies the success of the solution methodology to prevent the protection 
misoperation. 
The results of this scenario show that limiting the training of the disturbance, 
path and reach classifiers to events within 300% of the line length was advantageous in 
this situation as it limited the number of relays that saw the fault. No relay outside the 
300% training threshold saw the event as a fault in all faults of the cascading scenario, 
which shows that security of the relays has been improved.  Lastly, it should be 
emphasized that even though the scenario has been trained with the features at certain 
load levels, the same scenario has been repeated at different power levels, without 
retraining the classifiers, and all relays in the system had the same response. This is a 
direct consequence of the results provided in section 2.6.1. 
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Figure 61. Application of solution methodology to first event of the IUTC 
146 bus cascading scenario 
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Figure 62. Application of solution methodology to the second event of the 
IUTC 146 bus cascading scenario 
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Figure 63. Application of solution methodology to third event of the IUTC 
146 bus cascading scenario 
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4.4 Validation of the classifiers 
A comprehensive error analysis is beyond the scope of this dissertation as field 
validation will need to be performed to understand the nature of the error. However, we 
provide a preliminary error analysis as a way to anticipate how the classifiers will 
perform when noise exists in the measurements.  
All classifiers in this dissertation are KNN. As previously mentioned, let’s 
assume that the training signal is given by 𝑎 while the object to be classifier is 𝑏. 
Assuming that 𝑎 is the closest neighbor to 𝑏, then the distance is given as 𝑑 =
 √∑ (𝑎𝑖 − 𝑏𝑖)2
𝑛
𝑖=1 . 
Now let’s assume that the object 𝑏 has an error of 𝑒 such that 𝑏′ = 𝑏 + 𝑒. Then, 
the new distance between 𝑎 and 𝑏′ lies in between  |𝑑| − |𝑒| and |𝑑| + |𝑒|. This is 
illustrated in Figure 64.  
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Figure 64. Error analysis 
 
Clearly, object b will never be misclassified unless another object appears from a 
different class that is close to 𝑏 than 𝑎. This can only happen if the error is large enough 
to cause the distance to change considerably. However, in our experience this situation is 
unlikely to occur unless for high resistance faults that can be confused for line switching 
operations. Simulations show the following: 
1. Lightning strikes cause level 3 coefficients to attain extremely high values that are 
highly unlikely to be attained by any other disturbance event. This is shown in 
Figure 65.  
2. Load switching, and ramping causes the detail coefficients to attain small 
amplitudes for a small period of time. This is shown in Figure 66.  
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3. Faults cause the detail coefficients to attain values that are less than lighting strikes 
but more than line switching and load switching. This is shown in Figure 67 and 
Figure 68.  
 
 
Figure 65. Mode 1 current and level 3 decomposition of a simulated 
lightning strike 
 
 
Figure 66. Mode 1 current and level 3 decomposition of a simulated load 
switching 
 
 
Figure 67. Mode 1 current and level 3 decomposition of a simulated fault 
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Figure 68. Mode 1 current and level 3 decomposition of a simulated line 
switching 
 
All figures in this section are waveforms seen by 52/52-55 for comparison 
purposes. We have tested all classifiers for all distance relays in the system. The 
classification accuracy will depend on the tower configuration of the line that as shown 
in Figure 31. The cases that were used to test the classifiers were all within 600% and 
are described in section 3.1.4. The effectiveness of the disturbance classifier is given in 
Table 1 as several cases of SNR (signal to noise ratio). The effectiveness of the path 
classifier is given in Table 2. The effectiveness of the reach classifiers is given in Table 
3. For the path classifier, path 1 is line 55-57 and the lines connected to it while path 2 is 
line 55-54 and all the lines connected to it. It should be noted that Table 1, 2 and 3 
provide classification results for several cases of SNR (signal to noise ratio). 
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Table 1. Validation of the disturbance classifier 
  
Event 
type 
Classification Accuracy (%) 
  SNR 
= 30 
SNR 
= 15 
SNR 
= 5 
Tower 
Configuration 1 
faults 100 
99.2
1 
97.9
9 
lightning 98.5 
97.4
2 
91.9
8 
non-fault 98 
97.1
9 96.2 
Tower 
Configuration 2 
faults 100 
99.9
2 
93.5
9 
lightning 99.2 
98.2
6 97.2 
non-fault 96 
95.1
3 
91.1
3 
Tower 
Configuration 3 
faults 100 
99.1
7 
94.7
8 
lightning 99.5 
98.9
7 
98.6
7 
Non-
fault 
98.3
2 
97.0
1 
92.6
9 
Tower 
Configuration 4 
faults 100 
99.1
2 
95.4
1 
lightning 99 
97.8
3 95.1 
non-fault 99.6 
98.7
7 
90.2
4 
Tower 
Configuration 5 
faults 100 
99.0
4 96.9 
lightning 99.5 
99.1
4 98.3 
non-fault 
98.5
2 
96.1
6 
95.7
2 
Tower 
Configuration 6 
faults 100 99.4
5 
90.3
3 
lightning 98.8 96.8
4 94.3 
non-fault 
98.5
2 
97.8
9 96 
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Table 2. Validation of path classifier 
 
Which 
path? 
Classification Accuracy (%) 
 
SNR 
= 30 
SNR 
= 15 
SNR 
= 5 
Tower 
Configuration 1 
Line 
52-55 99.03 98.8 97.2 
path 1 94.2 93.4 91.6 
path 2 97.84 97.1 90.5 
Tower 
Configuration 2 
Line 
52-55 98.94 98 94.9 
path 1 95.06 94.1 92.7 
path 2 98.3 98.1 93.6 
Tower 
Configuration 3 
Line 
52-55 98.21 97.4 94.4 
path 1 96.45 95.5 88.3 
path 2 98.81 97.9 89.1 
Tower 
Configuration 4 
Line 
52-55 99.04 98.7 91.7 
path 1 98.56 97.7 89.5 
path 2 98.93 97.9 93.6 
Tower 
Configuration 5 
Line 
52-55 99.47 98.6 92.4 
path 1 99.11 99 92.5 
path 2 98.91 98.5 92 
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Table 3. Validation of reach classifier 
 
Event 
type 
Classification Accuracy (%) 
 
SNR 
= 30 
SNR 
= 15 
SNR 
= 5 
Tower 
Configuration 1 
path 
1 100 99.41 93 
path 
2 99.5 99.1 92.3 
Tower 
Configuration 2 
path 
1 95.06 95 93.24 
path 
2 99.7 98.3 89.32 
Tower 
Configuration 3 
path 
1 99.8 99.2 93.34 
path 
2 100 99.66 91.83 
Tower 
Configuration 4 
path 
1 100 99.16 90.23 
path 
2 99.5 99.1 93.5 
Tower 
Configuration 5 
path 
1 100 99.5 92.84 
path 
2 99.3 98.5 94.05 
 
4.5 Operation under power swing conditions 
One of the main issues that need to be addressed by the proposed method is 
correct operation during power swing conditions because swing scenarios were not 
included in the training of any of the classifiers. A power swing scenario has been 
created in the IEEE 300 bus system. A bolted three-phase fault was created at mid-point 
of line 105-110 of Figure 53. The fault was created at 0.2 s and cleared at 0.5 s. This 
intentional delay in clearing the fault caused a power swing. Consequently, the 
impedance seen by relay 8 of line 8-14 entered zone 3 as shown in Figure 69. In Figure 
70, the level 3 decomposition of the mode 1 current of the three-phase currents of line 8-
14 is zero at all times except for small edges corresponding to the instants when the fault 
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is created and cleared. The disturbance classifier of relay 8 of line 8-14 sees these two 
edges as non-fault because the DWT coefficients are so small in comparison to the fault 
level 3 detail coefficients. The relay is thus blocked and misoperation is avoided.  
Another concern is when a zone 3 fault occurs during a power swing. To 
simulate this scenario, a single-phase fault with a 20-Ω resistance was created on line 
15-90 after the zone 3 fault was cleared during the power swing condition. Figure 71 
shows the DWT coefficients of the zone 3 fault are much larger than the small edges of 
Figure 70, and the proposed method applied at relay 8 of line 8-14 correctly sees this 
disturbance as a fault. It is clear from these two scenarios that low frequency oscillations 
such as power swing or inter-area oscillations do not affect the operation of the proposed 
method because these low frequency disturbances will not appear in a level 3 
decomposition.  
 
Figure 69. Positive sequence impedance trajectory of relay 8 of line 8-14 
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Figure 70. Mode 1 current and Level 3 decomposition of relay 8 
of line 8-14 during power swing 
 
 
Figure 71. Mode 1 current and level 3 decomposition of 
relay 8 of line 8-14 during power swing 
4.6 Effect of reducing zone 3 reach 
One of the cornerstones of the proposed methodology is the reduction in the zone 
3 reach from 220% to 200%. To see how this reduction affects the operation of zone 2 
and zone 3 distance elements, several faults were created, and the operation of zone 3 
relays was compared. The results are given in Table 4 and Table 5 for the IEEE 300 bus 
system and the IUTC 146 bus system, respectively. For example, refer to relay 7/7-12 in 
the IEEE 300 bus system. A fault was simulated just front of relay 7/7-12. As can be 
seen from the Table 4, relay 150/3-150 used to detect this fault in the forward direction 
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with the original distance relaying functionality. However, with the modification of 
distance relay functionality, the relay 150/3-150 does not detect this fault anymore. 
As can be seen from the tables, the effect of the proposed method is to 
completely eliminate the operation of the second layer of the backup relays.  
Table 4. Effect of Zone 3 reach reduction in the IEEE 300 bus system 
  
Conventional Operation Proposed 
Method 
Line Fault 
Location 
Zone 2 Zone 3 Relays 
Identified Event on 
Adjacent Line 
7-12 5% 3/3-
7,131/7-131 
3/3-19,150/3-
150,21/12-21 
3/3-7,131/7-
131,21/12-21 
181-
187 
50% None 137/137-
181,138/181-
138,188/187-188 
Same as Zone 3 
19-
21 
95% 24/21-
24,12/12-21  
3/3-19,87/19-
87,7/7-12,319/24-319 
3/3-19,87/19-
87,24/21-24,12/12-21  
 
Table 5. Effect of Zone 3 reach reduction in the IUTC 146 bus system 
  Conventional Operation Proposed 
Method 
Li
ne 
Fau
lt Location 
 
Zone 2 
 
Zone 3 
Relay identified 
event on adjacent line 
 
2-
14 
 
50 
 
None 
21/2-
21,11/11-14,6/6-14 
21/2-21,11/11-
14,6/6-14 
 
 
14
1-17 
 
 
95
% 
10/10-
141,15/141-
15,3/141-
3,141/141-
3,19/19-3 
 
 
23/19-
23,4/4-19 
 
10/10-
141,15/141-15,3/141-
3,141/141-3,19/19-3 
 
31-
38 
 
5% 
 
37/37-
38,7/7-38 
41/31-
41,40/31-40,8/7-
8,33/33-37,35/35-37 
41/31-41,40/31-
40,37/37-38,7/7-38 
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4.7 Performance studies of the proposed method 
In this section, we show the performance of a few relays under standard testing 
conditions. We select as examples a few relays from the IEEE 300 bus system [89] given 
in Figure 53. For this type of analysis, we use the usual procedure of testing distance 
relays given in [14] and [15], namely creating disturbances inside and outside the reach 
of the relay to gauge relay performance metrics. The setup used for testing the 
performance of the relay was previously described in section 4.1. We provide a 
theoretical discussion on the various metrics used to evaluate the performance of the 
relay. The cases used to test relay performance are presented in section 3.1.4. Lastly, we 
provide results of performance analysis in tabular format.  
4.7.1 Performance metrics 
In this section, we show the performance of a few relays under standard testing 
conditions. We select the IEEE 300 bus system as a benchmark system. For this type of 
analysis, we use the usual procedure of testing distance relays given in [95], [96], 
namely creating disturbances inside and outside the zones of the relays to gauge relay 
performance metrics. We describe the setup used for testing the performance of the 
relays in the benchmark system. We provide a theoretical discussion on the various 
metrics used to evaluate the performance of the relays. The cases used to test relay 
performance are presented. Lastly, we discuss the results of performance analysis.  
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4.7.2 Setup of the IEEE 300  
The test system that was used is the IEEE 300 bus system [89] given in Figure 
53.  
The test system was built in PSCAD. The following were made to make the 
computer models realistic: 
1. Current transformer (CT) models [55] and capacitive transformer models (CVT) 
are included [90]  
2. Tower configurations are taken into consideration. The tower configurations are 
taken from [91] and are given in Figure 31. All lines in the system are modeled in 
phase domain.  
3. Power transformers are modeled according to [92] 
4. Synchronous machines are modeled according to [93]  
5. Standard Library PSCAD distance element was used. The proposed classifiers 
were modeled as well for each distance relay in the system.  
6. Surge Arresters were also modeled according to [94] 
7. Distance relays are built with half-cycle Fourier filters for all zones.  
4.7.3 Various metrics 
In this section, we discuss the various performance metrics used to evaluate the 
operation of the overall distance protection functionality. This refers to the combined 
performance of the proposed method and the distance elements. The power system 
community uses four main metrics to assess the performance of any relay: speed, 
dependability, security, and sensitivity. All are delineated in the following sections. 
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4.7.3.1 Dependability  
Dependability can be defined as the ability of the relay to trip line faults under 
assumed operating and faulty conditions with the required speed and sensitivity correctly 
[95]. Mathematically speaking, dependability in percentage is 
𝑖𝑛−𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑓𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑠 𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑦 
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛−𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑓𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑠
 × 100.  
It should be noted that dependability is a holistic measure for all faults that occur 
within each of the zones of the relay. A fault case is ruled detected if the relay can detect 
that case in the allotted protection time. If the relay detects the fault case in a time that is 
more than the trip time allotted, the case will be counted as not detected and counted 
against the relay performance. To gain a detailed look into the operation of the relay, a 
sensitivity study needs to be performed. Sensitivity will be dealt with in section 4.7.3.3.  
4.7.3.1.1 Description of the parameters of the study 
Since the IEEE 300 bus system has more than 600 distance relays, we picked a 
few relays that are representative of the response of all relays in the system. Here, relay 
52/52-55 in the IEEE 300 bus system is shown as an example of coverage for the 
surrounding region; which is shown in Figure 72. The region shown in Figure 72 
represents all three zones of the distance relays.  
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Figure 72. Testing dependability of relay 52/52-55 
4.7.3.1.2 Fault cases 
All disturbance cases were created with the tool released in [97]. Fault cases 
were created in batches; i.e., a batch for each line. Each batch has fault parameters, these 
parameters are the following: incipient angle, fault resistance, fault location and fault 
type. All types of faults have been created, i.e., AG, BG, CG, AB, BC, CA, ABG, CBG, 
ACG, ABC, ABCG. Incipient angles are from 0 to 350 degrees in 2-degree increments. 
Fault resistance assumes the values: 0, 5, 50, 100 Ω, 200 Ω and 1000 Ω. The distance 
takes the following values: 5%, 15%, 35%, 50%, 65%, 80% and 95% which are all 
percentages of the total line length. Faults used in this type of analysis are assumed 
permanent and never cleared.  
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4.7.3.1.3 Findings and discussions 
In traditional distance relaying, the relay is judged based on whether it 
successfully detected the fault. We continue this tradition and study the performance of 
the overall distance protection functionality in each of its zones.  
Since we use high-frequency current oscillations (HFCO) to enhance the distance 
protection functionality, the tower configuration affects performance. However, we 
averaged the performance for all tower configurations based on selections that together 
can represent all. Thus, Table 6 summarizes the dependability of a few relays in the 
IEEE 300 bus system in various areas. 
We elect to explain the cases that were wrongly classified as faults as well as 
cases that were not detected as faults even though they were later found to be such. First 
and foremost, the horizontal tower configuration poses great challenges for model 
analysis as explained in [98]. Due to the phase arrangement of the horizontal tower 
configurations (Tower 2 in Figure 31), one of the aerial modes gets totally removed due 
to the structure of the modal matrix, which greatly affects the feature vector. This issue 
becomes more pronounced when two adjacent towers have horizontal tower 
configurations as is the case with relays that have a dependability of less than 96% in 
Table 6 regardless of the area. It should be noted that a 50 Ω fault is a high resistance 
fault on the 66-kV level but is not considered as such on the 345 kV level. This is the 
main reason for the discrepancy in dependability between the relays. Second, some 
faults were not detected and were thus classified as non-fault cases. This was apparent 
for cases of high-resistance faults that cause very low amplitude HFCO and a very low 
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short circuit current for the relays that have a dependability of less than 96% as shown in 
Table 6 regardless of the area. Third, single line to ground faults that occur around the 
current zero crossing were not detected because no HFCO are present when the 
disturbance occurs at a current zero crossing; this was equally correct for all relays in all 
areas and all zones. Clearly, Table 6 shows that the performance of the relays can be 
comparable to each other even when they are for different transmission lines at different 
voltage levels at different areas in the network. Lastly, a handful of cases were not 
detected correctly as zone 1 faults, and the majority of misclassifications occur beyond 
the 100% relay reach. The same observations apply to Zone 2 and Zone 3 as shown in  
Table 7 and Table 8. The tables in this section indicate the absence of a high 
correlation between the dependability of the relay and the area it covers. Even when the 
available short circuit is relatively low, the dependability in Zone 2 or Zone 3 could be 
higher than that in Zone 1. This will be a subject for further research.  
Finally, we provide few graphs that summarize the performance of relay 52/52-
55 with respect to fault location, fault resistance and fault type in Figure 73, Figure 74, 
and Figure 75, respectively. 
Table 6. Zone 1 dependability of select relays in IEEE 300 bus system  
  
Area Event type 
Percentage 
Successful 
Detection Relay 
52/52-55 1 faults 98.13 
3/3-19 1 faults 96.7 
123/123-124 2 faults 96.9 
115/115-122 2 faults 95.3 
194/194-219 3 faults 99.6 
203/203-198 3 faults 98.4 
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Table 7. Zone 2 dependability of few relays in IEEE 300 bus system  
  
Area Event type 
Percentage 
Successful 
Detection Relay 
52/52-55 1 faults 97.4 
3/3-19 1 faults 96.4 
123/123-124 2 faults 97.2 
115/115-122 2 faults 98.4 
194/194-219 3 faults 97.3 
203/203-198 3 faults 97.8 
 
Table 8. Zone 3 dependability of few relays in IEEE 300 bus system  
  
Area Event type 
Percentage 
Successful 
Detection Relay 
52/52-55 1 faults 96 
3/3-19 1 faults 95.5 
123/123-124 2 faults 95.6 
115/115-122 2 faults 95.9 
194/194-219 3 faults 98.2 
203/203-198 3 faults 98 
 
 
Figure 73. Dependability of relay 52/52-55 versus fault locations 
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Figure 74. Dependability of relay 52/52-55 versus fault resistance 
 
 
Figure 75. Dependability of relay 52/52-55 versus fault types 
 
4.7.3.2 Security 
The second metric used to quantify relay operation is security. Security can be 
defined as the ability to restrain for all conditions other than line faults, especially out of 
zone faults [99]. Thus, security is defined as (1 −
 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑠 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑠 
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓  𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠 
) × 100.  
As clear from the definition, several non-fault disturbances need to be created 
inside and outside of the relay reach to assess relay security. Also, several out-of-zone 
fault cases need to be created to test the security of the distance relay. All cases will be 
explained in the following sections. 
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4.7.3.2.1 Description of the parameters of the study 
Unlike relay dependability, which is not affected by non-fault disturbances, relay 
security is affected by both out-of-zone faults and non-fault disturbances [100]. The 
relay could confuse some out-of-zone faults as internal faults which could affect its 
security. As mentioned in [95], non-fault disturbances such as switching could mislead 
distance relaying. For this reason, we include line switching cases to test relay 
performance.   
For non-fault disturbances and out-of-zone faults, we focus on the same relays 
presented in the preceding section as they are representative of all relays in the system.  
 
Figure 76. 400% reach of relay 52/52-55 
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4.7.3.2.2 Security of majority of the relays in IEEE 300 bus system 
The out-of-zone fault disturbance cases were created for locations beyond the 
200% relay reach but less than 400% of the relay reach as given in Figure 76 using 
ATPMAT [97] and are similar to the ones given in section 3.1.4.1.  
Switching operations were created within 400% of relay reach (including 200% 
of the relay reach). Switching was done for each line, reactor and capacitor bank in the 
system. For line switching cases, a batch for each line was created. Each batch consists 
of smaller batches, and each of the smaller batches has their switching controlled by one 
of the circuit breakers at each terminal. For example, a line connecting bus 37 and bus 
58 would have a smaller batch for switching using the breaker installed on terminal 37, 
and another smaller batch for switching would use the breaker on terminal 58. The 
variable in these switching cases is the moment of switching. Switching angles range 
from 0 to 360 degrees in 2-degree increments. In this way, 360 cases per batch were 
created. The same process holds true for reactor and capacitor bank switching. Each 
bank in the system was switched. The switching variable was the timing of the switch. 
Switching angles are much like line switching.  
4.7.3.2.3 Findings and discussion 
Table 9 summarizes the security of the select relays for non-fault disturbances 
and out-of-zone faults. We count a case as a failure if any of the distance protection 
elements fail to detect it correctly.  
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Table 9. Security of few relays in IEEE 300 bus system 
  
Area Event type Successful Detection (%)   
 
52/52-55 1 
faults 99 
line switching 99 
 
3/3-19 1 
faults 97 
line switching 98.2 
123/123-
124 2 
faults 98.5 
line switching 98.6 
115/115-
122 2 
faults 97.9 
line switching 97.5 
194/194-
219 3 
faults 97.2 
line switching 98 
203/203-
198 3 
faults 97 
line switching 98.2 
 
As can be seen from the table, the security of the relays is very high. In most 
cases, we can reject non-fault disturbance more than 96% of the time irrespective of the 
area. The out-of-zone faults are detected correctly 97% of the time. This shows how the 
method enhances the security of relays. The fault cases that were not classified correctly 
as out-of-zone faults were very close to the 200% relay reach and were detected as in-
zone faults. Some line switching operations, which occur around current zero crossing, 
were detected as high-resistance three-phase faults.  Also, some non-fault conditions 
were incorrectly identified as high-resistance faults. Obviously, as noted in this account 
of our research results, high-resistance faults pose great challenges to the proposed 
method. Further research is needed to see if a statistical correlation exists between relay 
performance and the area; however, our results so far do not show that such a 
relationship exists.  
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4.7.3.3 Sensitivity  
Sensitivity studies focus on the variations in relay operation, looking for various 
changes in fault conditions. Historically, sensitivity is defined as the ability to respond to 
low current line faults as per the assumed fault resistance and system short circuit level 
[99]. With this definition in mind, sensitivity is a qualitative study of relay dependability 
in a more granular manner with respect to fault resistance, fault location, and operating 
time.  
The parameters of the study are the same as the ones given in section 4.7.3.1.1. 
4.7.3.3.1 Findings and discussion 
To gain a more detailed or granular view into the operation of the relays, their 
sensitivity with respect to the fault parameters were studied. Figure 77 provides an 
overview of the sensitivity of relay 52/52-55 under various values of fault resistance for 
different fault locations. As can be seen from the figures, the method takes much longer 
to respond to high resistance faults. It should also be noted that the figure shows the 
high-resistance faults that were detected, which were a minority. Also, as the fault 
moves to the end of the line, it takes the relay more time to detect it.  
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Figure 77. Sensitivity of relay 52/52-55 to fault conditions 
 
4.7.3.4 Conclusions 
Various relay performance metrics were evaluated. Dependability of the relay is 
highly reliant on the fault resistance in this study. The proposed method is not suitable 
for detection of high resistance faults. Even though the proposed method enhances relay 
security, it cannot enhance relay security in all imaginable situations. This is especially 
true when the available short circuit MVA at the relay location is small compared to the 
line rating. This situation arises in remote power systems; thus, more research and 
solutions need to be found for this problem.  
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4.8 Summary 
Various case and performance studies were presented. The case studies consisted 
of simulated cascading scenarios in two test systems as well as power swing cases. The 
distance protection functionally for distance relays in the test systems were all modified 
per the solution methodology. It was found that the security of the distance relays was 
improved and misoperation was avoided.  
The performance studies were created to verify that the proposed methodology 
does not affect the traditional operation of zone 1, zone 2, and zone 3 relays. Based on 
the results of the performance studies, it was found that the usual operation of distance 
protection is not affected by the proposed methodology except for a slight reduction in 
zone 3 reach.  
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
5.1 Conclusions 
Wide-area cascading scenarios can have major social impacts. A large portion of 
these cascading scenarios is due to distance protection misoperation. In this dissertation, 
a method was proposed to increase the security of distance protection. The backbone of 
the method is asserting that the impedance that falls in the operating characteristics of 
the relay is due to a fault within the relay reach. Once this is asserted, another module 
detects whether the fault is cleared, and the trip decision is made.  
Through advanced signal processing techniques and artificial intelligence, 
several classifiers were designed. Those classifiers work in harmony with each other to 
prevent distance protection misoperation.  
One classifier asserts that a fault occurred in the transmission network. Once this 
is done, other classifiers process the fault data to determine whether the fault is within 
the relay reach. If so, another stage detects whether the fault is cleared. If the fault is 
cleared, a blocking command will be sent to the relay to prevent misoperation. Since not 
all faults are initialized via broken conductors, a separate module was created to detect 
lightning faults as they are responsible for the majority of transmission line faults. For 
the proposed method to work well, a slight reduction in zone 3 reach had to be made. 
This reduction only disables the second layer of back-up protection for any circuit 
breaker and should not be of a great practical concern.  
Several cases and performance metrics were used to study and evaluate the 
proposed method. The case studies included dozens of wide-area cascading scenarios. 
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The proposed method was tested for each relay in those case studies and for each event 
in the cascading scenarios. The performance metrics evaluated the proposed method 
under standard testing conditions. We found that the proposed method does not affect 
the traditional zone 1, zone 2, and zone 3 operation except for a slight reduction on zone 
3 reach. We also found that the proposed method does not perform very well when a 
fault occurs close to zero incipient angle. Lastly, we found that the proposed method 
does not perform very well in systems with low short circuit MVA. 
5.2 Comments and recommendations  
The addition of the proposed method was shown to make the distance relay 
achieve high operation security. However, it was found that the proposed method is not 
adequate for detecting high-resistance faults. The proposed method was also found to be 
inapplicable to low short circuit levels in the transmission network.  
5.3 Future work 
Even though a preliminary error analysis was done in this dissertation, an 
extensive error analysis is still needed to quantify the nature of errors in high frequency 
oscillations. This is needed to guard against any possible nuisance tripping. The purpose 
of this error analysis is to ensure maximum security when using field measurements, and 
inevitably, to prevent errors due to harsh power system conditions.  
Additionally, field validation needs to be undertaken. This is needed as it is not 
possible to model every aspect of the power system. For example, insulation failure 
following a lightning strike occurs very often. However, this phenomenon cannot be 
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modeled in the detailed modeling of EMTP. Transmission line conductance and Corona 
losses were ignored as well.  
Moreover, the classifiers in this dissertation are staged one after the other. Recent 
research in pattern recognition indicates that the case at hand can be a candidate for a 
deep neural network. Whether this is correct is an open question.  
Another improvement is the way the classifiers were designed. Half a cycle of 
post-disturbance data was used to train the classifiers. This fixed window approach 
raised the need to handle lightning faults differently as it is not possible to distinguish 
fault transients occurring milliseconds after lightning strikes. Whether we can use a 
recurrent pattern recognition approach to eliminate the need to handle this phenomenon 
in an exceptional manner is left for future research. 
For the two simulated test systems, there were a limited number of cascading failures 
which led to zone 3 misoperation. Therefore, zone 3 misoperation should be studied in 
additional simulated test systems to determine how the characteristics of the new method 
needs to be enhanced to be more generalizable 
Lastly, a good method for detecting high-resistance faults needs to be 
incorporated in the overall methodology. 
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